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PREFACE 
This dissertation makes no pretense to originality. It is, rather, 
an initial investigation of the essential complexities involved in the 
cohomology theory,of groups~ For instance, celebrated pioneering works 
of Eilenberg-MacLane ([12],[12],[14]) on the groups H(TI,n) and the 
groundwork of Hochschild-Serre [19] on tl?-e cohomology,of group extensions 
should, in principle, enable us to compute the·cohomology algebra of 
groups. Practically, however, it seems to be i~possible to do so in 
general. Hence, we focus attention on the most,effective computational 
techniques, supplementing and enriching by cohomology operations the 
algebraic structure of the cohomology module. 
This dissertation has developed out of a year course on homological 
algebra taught by Professor Hiroshi Uehara. It aism to give an overview 
of the theqry and practice of the cohomological method. It is a collec-
tion of many re~ults which until now were scattered through the litera-
ture, and some have.been proved in detail while others have only been 
stated "with reference to sources". 
In Chapter I we present the definitions and results of algebraic 
topology which play important roles in calculating the cohomology algebra 
of a pair of topological spaces. We include here the direct limit of 
homotopy groups that has not been available in existing texts. 
In Chapter II we consider the theory of cohomology of groups in the 
general setting of modules over R-algebras. We ~ake use of results in 
relative homological algebra [15] to define the extension functor Ext and 
iii 
to introduce a generalized form of the classical compa;ison theorem. 
This setting allows us to define th.e cup product relative to an A-pairing 
[30]. 
Chapter III. provides the ,results that l~nk Chapte+s I and II 
' . ! 
t 
togethe~. We ,show the result H*{K(TI,l),N) "'H*(1r,N) when 7T operates 
trivially on the abelian group N. 
In Chapter IV we use the results ,obtained in Ch~pters I, II,· and II I 
to cqmpute the cohomology ring H*(TI,N) for various groups 7T, In particu-
1 ar, we compute H* (RP co, z2 ) "' H* (Z2 , z2) , and H* (S 1 ,'R) "' H* (Z, R} using the 
algebraic topology tools. We define cup product ill: hqmZ(Z3)_cz3 ,Z) and 
compute the cohomology ring H*(Z3 ,Z). 
Chapter V formulates the .mechanism of spect~al s~gµences via exact 
couples (Massey [23]) and then proceeds to several appli~ations in the 
cohomology of.group extensions using the Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequel)ce [19]. 
The final chapter c4lminates in making detailed computations'. of tQ-e 
cohomology alge~ras H*-(Z2,z2)~ H~(Z~ 1 Z), H*(Z3 x z2,Z) and H*(S3~Z). 
Th.e author wishes to express appreciation tq his -- adviser,. Professor 
Hiroshi -Ueha3:a, for his guidance and assistance. This dissertation could -
never have been written without his encouragement and f#endship. Appre ... 
ciation is also expressed to Dr. JB.11les W. M~xwell .and other committee 
members for th,eir. invaluable aS!?istance ip guiding my doctoral program. 
A note of thanks.is extended to.my parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald 
Hagerman, aI!,d to my mother-in-law, Mrs. William F ,, Horrell,. for their 
encouragement and support. 
Special gratitude is expressed·to my.wife, Pat; and to our daughte~s, 
Jill and Heidi, for their .unde:i:-standing, love, ~«;\ numerous sacrifices. 
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CHAPTER I 
ELpMENTS OF ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY 
In Chapter II I the' fact is discussed tha.t the collomologr of a group. 
1T can.be·interpreted as the cohomology.of an arcwise-connected aspheric;al 
space (all highe.r homotopy· groups vani~h) with fundamental gr~up 1r •. 
Cons~quently; the methods of algebraic topology are utilized in Chapter 
. . . . 
IV for the computi;Ltion of the cohomology.algebra of a·group.· This ,chap-
ter is a collection of those defi:11:itions and results which play important 
roles in calculating the cohomology algebra of a pair of topological 
spaces. The reader is assumed to know the elementary parts ef rela~ive, 
singular ,cohomology (homology) theory and some basic proper.ties.of 
homotopy groups. The notation .is that of [16]. For proofs; the reacler 
is referred to. [16] or [25]. Throughout this thesis, R will denote a 
commutative ring with u.nit., Unless noted otherwise, the tensor product 
notation ® stands· for ~. 
. The Cohomology Functor _H* : g-+ A 
' 
· A key feature of cohomology which distinguishes it from homology is 
the exi~ten~e of .a nat"4ral .multiplication called cup product 
(v - product). For a pair of spaces (X: ,A), thi,s ·mul t:i,plicaticm makes the 
graded R-module H*(X,A) into a.graded R-algebra and establishes a fii:ier 
in~ariant than the cohom~logy module itself. 
Firs,t define a cup product .at the relative singular coc~ain 
1 
2 
level. For s4bspaces,A1 , A2 of X., it is required that 
if a e: sP{x,A1), be; Sq(X,A2). 
Define a (p + q) -,singular cochain a vb by setting 
(av9.)(a) = a(o(p+q)•••(p+l)) • b(cr(p-l)•••(O)) 
I 
for any singular (p + q)-simplex e1 of X, wh~re cr(i) denotes the i-th face 
of C1 and 
Ci ) Ci ) • • • Ci ) 1 · 2 · k 
C1 
Since a and b van~sh on Sp(~1) and, Sq(A2) respectively, it foJlows that 
av b vanishes. on Sp+q (A1) + Sp+q (A2). If, in additic;m, {A1 ,A2} is an 
excised, pair in X, then the inclusion map i:S(\) + S(A2) -+ S(A1 u A2) is 
a chain equivalenc~. inducing a graded R-isomorphism . 
With this. identification, the cohomolqgy .class [au b] is considered as 
an element in If+q(X,A1 u A2). 
DefinitiC?n 1.1: If {A1 ,A2} is an.excised pair in X, then for 
ex = [a] e: HP(x,A1), a = [b] e: Hq(X,A2), the cup product· 
a. v B e: Hp+q(X,A1 U A2} is defined, by a. .u a =,[av b]. 
Proposit;.ion 1.1: The_ cup product has,· the following properties:, 
(1) Bilinearity. If {A1 ,A2 } is an ex;cised pair in .X, th.en the 
map v:H*(X,A1) ® H*(X,A2)-+ H*(X.,A1 v A2) defined by u(a © B) =a.VB 
is a _morphism of graded R-mo.dules •. 
(2) Natural:i,ty •. If {A1 ,A2} and {B1 ,B2} are excised. pairs in X .and 
Y respectively, and if h:X-+ Y is a continuous map such that. 
h(Ai) C Bi (i=l,a), then h*(y1 v y2) = h*(y1) v h*(y2), fo,r 
Yi e: H*(Y,Bi). (i.=1,2). 
(3) Associl(ltivity •. Let Ai (i=l ,2 ,3) be subspaces o:f X · such that 
{A1 ,A2 }, {A2 ,A3}, {A1 U A2 ,A5}, and {A1 ,A2 U A3} are excised pairs in X. 
Then for a. e: H*(X,A.) (i=l,2,3), 
1 1 · 
(4) Conunutativity. If {A1 ,A2} is an excised pair in ,.x, then 
(-llqa. v a for a 1 Hp (X ,A1) ·. and a 2 q al v a.2 = 
· 2 1' e: e: ,H (X~A2). 
(5) Unit. For a e: H* (X A) · 
' ' 
lva=a.vl = a., where. 1 e: HO (X) 
the cohomology class of the a'l,lgmentatitm e: :$0 (X) -+ .R. 
For the ca~ego:cy of .pairs of t(l)pologic~l spaces GJ, and for the 
category of .graded R-alge~ras f+, we define the .coh<;>mology functo~ 
H* :"er-+ A 
by H*(x;,A). By (1} and (3)'of Proposition 1.1, H*{X,A) is a graded 
is 
R-algebra, and (~) implies .. H* is a cont:r;av:ariant functor. Note that the 
algebras .,in A are not .assumed to have a unit. However, in the abso~ute 
case A = cf>, ~ is the usual categorr of graded R-algebras with uni ts .. 
Relations Betwee~ ijomology and_Cohomology 
Given a pair _of spaces, (X,A) ~ there exists. a bilinear pairing 
(called the Kroneqker product) 
3 
4 
Hq(X,A) ® Hq (X,A) ,+ R 
given by the formula <ei,w> = <u,a> = u(a), for a= .[u] e: Hq(X,A), 
w = [a] e: Hq(X,A), and where <u,a> denotes the .value u(a) of t4e cc;,cycle 
u on the cycle,a. It is obvious that the definition does not depend upon 
the choice of representa~ives. 
The Kronecker product enters in the following u~iversal-coefficient; 
theorem ~ cqhom.ology. 
Theoren,i 1.1: Given. a pair of spa~es (X,A) with Hq-l (X,A) free, then 
an,R-isomorphism 
is defined by r;(a) (w) = ,<a.,w>, for a e: Hq(X,A), w. e: Hq(X,A). 
There is, anotl?,er product, called cap. product (n- product), closely 
related to cup product, that.associates homology and, cohomology classes 
together. ·q For subspaces A1, A2 of X, u e: S (X,A2), and 
a= l r.a. e:;S (X)/(S (A1) + S (A2·)), we define i 1 1 p p p · 
-~ (p-q-1)·~·(0) (p)···(p-q+l) 
Ufl a -l. (riu(a1 ))ai e: Sp-q(X,A1) 
1 
This definition induces a R-homomorphis~ (mapping [u] © [a] to [u" a]) 
If {A1,A2} is an excised pair,in X, this,yields a R-homo~erphism 
called the cap·product. 
Definition.1.2: If {A1 ,A2} is an ex~ised pair in X, then for 
a = [u] e: Hq(X,A2), w = [a] e: Hp (X,A1 U A2), th<=: 2!:£. product 
a n w e: \-q (X,A2) is defined by an w = [u ri a], . 
Proposition 1. 2: The cap product has the followi.ng properties: 
(1) Naturality. If {A1 ,A2} and {B1 ,B2} are excised pairs in X and 
Y respectively, and if h:X-+Y is a continuous map such that h(A.)C B. 
1 1 
* . (i=l ,2), then h* (h* (a) n w) = an h* (w), for a ~ H (Y ,B2), 
w e: H* (X ,A1 U A2) • 
(2) Duality. If {A1 ,A2 } is an excised pair in X, then 
<ci.,S n w> = <av S,w>, for a e: Hq(X,A1}, S e: HP(x,A2), and 
w e: 1\,+q (X,A1 U A2), 
Direct Limits .of Homology and Hpmotepy 
Let.{XA,f~}·be a direct system af topological spaces XA and let Ix" 
>.. 
be the topological direct sum of the spaces X". Define the direct 1 inii t 
lj.m X" of the system by the. quotient space IX/n..,, where n.., is the usual 
>.. 
equivalence relation: for x" e: X" and xµ e: Xµ, x" n.., xµ iff there e:i~ists 
5 
y such that >.. < y, µ < y, and fy (x ) = fY(x. ) . Denoting the q,uoti(;lnt map A· ·A µ µ 
by f:~XA + lj.m X>..' we have f" = fjXA:XA-+ lj.m XX' 
Given a sequence of topological spaces x1 C x2 C • • • C Xn C Xn+l C 
···, there is a direct system of spaces {X·,im} where im:X + X is the 
· n n n n m 
incl.us ion map. Evidently, lj.m Xn is the union U Xn whose topology is 
n 
given by the property that A. cont~ined in U Xn is open iff An Xn is 
n 
apen in X for any n. Hence, X is a subspace of lim X, The following 
n. · · n ·. · -+ - n 
theorem is well known. 
Theorem 1.2: IfXCxC ..• 1 2 X C X C • • · is a sequence of n n+l 
Hausdorff spaces, then there.exists an isomorphism 
lim i :lim H (X) ~ H (lim X) 
+. n* -+ · q n q + n 
where i :H (X) + H (lim x) is the homomG>rphism induced by the 
n* q · n q -+ · n 
inclusion i :X -+ lim X. 
n n -+ n 
Note that the proQf of this theorem and the following homotopy 
theorem is based on the fact that any compact subset in lim X is con-. 
-+ . n 
tained in some X, 
n 
6 
Theorem 1.3: IfxCxC,,.CxC 1 2 n is a sequence of Hausdorff 
spaces, then there.exists an isomorphism 
lim i #:lim 1T (X ,*) ~ 1T (lim X ,*) 
-+ n+pn p+n 
where* is a base point in x1 and i #:TI (X ,*) + 1T (lim X ,*) is the n p n p -+ n 
homomorphism induced by the inclusion i :X -+ lim X . 
n n -+ n 
Proof: Al th.ough a proof of this theorem is elementary, it is 
sketched here because it is not contained in [16] or [25]. Since 
im# i:# = in# for arbitrary integers m ,n with m > n, it follows that 
l!m in# is well defined. Assume that in#(an) = im#(am) for 
a. = [f] e 1T (X ,*) and a = [g] s 1T (X ,*), Then the two maps 
n p n m ·. p. m 
i of,.i og:(IP,arP)-+ (lim X ,*) are homotopic. Hence there exists a 
n m . + n 
hometopy h: (Ip x I,arP x I) -+ Cl!m Xn,*) between inof and imog, · Since 
h(Ip x I) is compact in lim X , there exists h': (Ip x I, arP x I) -+ (Xn, *) 
-+ n . Jv 
such that h = ip_,oh' and P-. > m > n. For any ;>,. e rP; we have 
ip_,h' (A,0) = h(A,0) = inf(A) = ip_,i~f0,), so that h' (A,0) = i~f(A}. Simi-
larly, h' (:>.., 1) = i .R. g(:>..) • Therefore h' is a homotopy beh1een repres enta-
m 
tives iif, ip_,g of ip_,#(a), ip_,#(a ), respectively. It fol.lows that 
n m n n · mm 
7 
i!#(an) = i!#(am) and thus 1.i,m in# is a monomorphism. Let a.= [r,;] be an· 
arbitrary e~ement .of 'ITP (l,iJI!. Xn, *). Then t;; (Ip) is a compact subse~ in 
1!,m Xn and so there exists n:IP + Xn with the property inn= r,;. Hence 
1,im in# is an epimorphism. This completes the proof. 
Covering Spaces 
Let p :.E + B be· a continue.us map. An open subset U C B is said to be 
evenly covered by p iff p -l (U) is the disjoint union of open subsets of E 
each of which is mapped hoJl!.eomorphically onto U by p. If U is evenly. 
covered by p, it is clear that any open subse~ of U is also evenly 
cove:i;-ed by p. A cont~nuous map p: E + B is cal led a coverii:ig projection :, 
iff each point b € B has an open neighborhood evenly c~vered by p. Eis 
called a.covering space of Band B the ,base space of the covering. 
In th_e sequel. (see IV.1 and IV.2) two'elementary coverin, spaces are 
conl?idered; one is the 2-fold covering of.then-dimensional real pro-
j ective space RPn by the n-sphere 
R1 of the 1-sphere.s1• 
n S, and the other is the.cove:i;-ing space 
Let B bE:l a connected locally arcwise-connected space. The category. 
C of cqnnected covering spaces of B has objeGts which are covertng pro-
jections p:E -->- B and morphisms f which satisfy commutative triangles · 
It is easy to see that; every morphism in C is itself a covering pro-
jection. The fallowing result.is well known •. 
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Theore~ 1.4:, Let p1 :E1 +Band p2 :E2 + B be objects,in the category 
C of·connected covering spaces o~ a connected locally arcwise-connected 
space B. Then there is a morphism f:E 1 + E2 iff there e:x;ist e1 & E1 and 
e2 e: E2 with p1 (e1 ) = p2(e2) such that_p1#1r1(E1,e1) is conjugate to a 
subgroup of p2lrr1 (E2,e2) in 1r1 (B,p1 (e1)), 
It follows that two objects in Care equivalent iff their funda 7 
mental ~roups are.mapped to conjugate subgroups of the fundamental group 
of the base space. 
By .a covering transformation O:t;' declc tra~sformation of an object 
p:E + B ·in the category C we mean an isomo:t;'phism h:E + E in C. HenceJ.a 
deck tra~sformat:Lon his a fibre,preserving homeomorphism of E. The set 
of deck transform~tic;ms of p:E + B. forms a group under .cqmposition •. It 
is .called the group of deck transformatic;ms aIJ.d is .denoted by cf(E,p). 
An object p: E .+ B in C is . called a regular (normal) coverin.g; iff 
p#1r1(E,e) is normal in 1r1 (~ 1 p(e)) for so~e e & E. Since a normal sub-
group is equal to each of its conjugate subgroups, the condition of 
regularity for a covering is independent of.the bl:!,se point e. The 
following theorem des~ribes the fundamental group of the base space in 
terms of a universal covering space. 
. . I I 
Tqeorem 1. 5 : Let p: E + B. be . a regular ,covering in C. Then the 
group. (E;p) of deck t:i;-ansformations is isomorphic to the quotient group. 
1\ (B,p(e))/p#7Tl (E,e). If E is a universal covering space (namely, 
1r1 (E,e) = 0), then 1r1 (B,p(e)) = "J(E,p). 
This section is concluded by stating a long exact homotopy sequence 
associated with a covering. It is. well kn0wn th~t the coverd.ng homotQpy 
tqeorem holds true for aijy object p:E + B ;in C; that is, if a contin~ous. 
map f: Y + B has a lifting map f' : Y + E (namely, pf' = _f}, then any 
homotopy h:Y x I + B with h(y,O) = f(y) for all y e: Y can be lifted to a 
homotopy H:Y x I .+ E such that H(y ,O) = f' (y) for all y & Y. This is 
illustrated by the conunutat.ive diagram. 
E 
:~ 
Y ---)Y l I h IB 
where i is injection aJld hi= f. Hence, there is_an exact sequence of a 
covering p:E + B with a fibre F: 
Since F is a discrete space., the following theorem holds true •. 
Theorem 1.6: If p:E +Bis a covering, then ,r (E,e) ~ ,r (B,p(e)) 
n n 
for n .::_ 2, and p# maps ir1 (E,e) isomorphically into ir1 (B,p(e)), 
Duality of Manifolds 
In this section the Poincar~ Duality Theorem is stated. It is pre-
sented he~e as preparat~on for the computation of the cohomology algebra 
of the infinite dimensional real projective space (see IV .1). 
Theorem 1. 7;, Let_ X be _a compact orientable n-manifold and let 
we: H (X,aX) be the fundamentai class of X. Then the maps n . . -
9 
10 
and 
are isqmorphisms. 
This theorem is called,the,Lef~ehetz Duality Theorem~ In the case· 
when ax=,~, the theorem is called the Poincare Duality Theorem. 
CHAPTER. I I · 
ELEMENTS OF HOMOLOGICAL ALGEBRA 
Th.e prerequisites. for the study of the ,cohomology algebra of a .group 
have been developed in seve~al treatises (see (19], [22], and [20]) on 
certain topics in ho,mological algebra. It is the purpose of this chapter 
to provide the re~.der with a direct access to this somewhat specialized 
material. 
Types of Algebras and Modules _Over Alge~ras 
Definition 2 .1: A graded Hopf Algebra A (over R) is a graded 
R-module·which is both a graded R-algebra with product A® A~ A and unit 
R ~ A aJ1.d a graded R-coalgebra for a,coprqduct A~ A ®.A and counit 
A~ R such that (1) t~e unite is a morphism of graded coalgebras; 
(2) the co~nit e:.is a morphism of graded algebras; and (3) the product.m 
is a morphism of graded coalgebr~s. 
Observe that if A and Bare graded Hopf algebra.s over R, then A® B 
is a graded Hopf algebra over R with coproduct the composition 
6 !® 6 I 
A® B A B A® A® B f) B l ® t ® l A® B ®A® _B 
(where tis the twisting homo~orphism), and. with counit the C(?mposit~on 
Some elen:ienta.ry examples o~ Hopf algebras are now given. 
11 
(1) The group ring Z('rr) of a group ,r is a trivially gradeq. Hopf. 
algebra over Z with coproduct 6:Z(,r) -+ Z(,r) ® Z(ir) defi:qed by 
12 
6(g) = g ® g (g e: ir), and with .counit the usual ~ugmentation e::Z(ir) + z .. 
(2) Let PR[x] be the graded polynomial algebrE!, on one genera~or x 
of even degree. . PR [x] is .a Hopf algebra with 
b(xn) = l 
p+q=n 
, e: (1) = 1 
(3) Let ER [x] be the exterior algebra c;m one. gene~ator x of degree 
1. Then.ER[x] is a Hopf.algebra ~ith 
a(x) = 1 ® x + ® x 1 I e: (1) = 1 
By taking tensor products of Hopf algebras, it follows from a ,pr.e-
vious observation that the polynomial algebra.PR[xl'···,xn] on n gener-
at~rs.each of even degree .or the ext~rior algebra ER[xi,,···,xm] on m 
generators each of de~ree 1 is a Hopf algebra. 
Definition 2.2: Let A be a graded R-algebra. Then Mis said to.be 
a ~ A-module (or, just A-module when n~ confusion can occ~r) iff 
(1) Mis a graded R-:module, and (2) there is a morphism of graded 
R-me>dules Mer> :A x M -+ M of degree zero such that the .. diagrams. 
A®A®M.m®l AdDM R ® M--...-+- M 
e®l 
M A®M 
comm~te. 
One·defines comodules qver coalgebras by dualizing the above 
definition. 
Oefi;nition 2,3: If.Mand N are left.A-modules, then f:M-+- N is 
called an A-modu.le homQniorphism of degree ,d provided that f · is a graded 
R-homomorphism of degreed and the.diagram 
A ® M --1-=®-f __ . -+- A ® N 
M•l !N• 
f M-------+-N 
commutes; in ot~er words. such that always 
f(ax) = (-l)(deg f)(deg a)~f(x). 
The set of a.11 A-module homomorphisms f :M -+- N of degree d form$ a 
R-module, which is denoted by Hom!(M,N). Then the class of aU left 
A-modules forms .a category ;,n?with morphisms hc;>mA ( ,) = Hom1 ( , ) • 
Some important left modules by pull-back are now considered which 
will be used in later sections. If .a:A-+- Bis a morphism of graded 
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R-algebras ,and N is a B-:-module, then N can.be considered as an A-module. 
by ·pull-b3:ck along a. Hereafter, this A-module is denoted by,/·.· 
(1) Given left modules M _and N over a Hopf alg~bra A,. then 
11 (M. ® N) is an A-module by pull-back along the coproduct f:l :A ~ A ® A, 
(2) If a graded R-algebra A is augmented by e:A-+- R, then ER is an 
A-module by pull-back along the .augm~ntation e .• 
Definition 2. 4: Let. A and B be graded R-algebras and let a :A -+- B 
be a morphism of algebras. For M s.. :!Y/ and N _e 8"1 a R·homomorphism 
f:M-+- N is caUed an a"'.morphism of modules.iff f is a morphism of 
A-moduies c~nsideri~g aN E 1'7· 
It follows inunediately that f is an a-:-morphism of modules iff the 
diagram 
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is conunutative; or, equivalently, f(ax) = a(a)f(x) for any a EA and for 
any x E M. Note that if g :N ~ N' is a morphism of B-:-modules and 
a:A +.B is,a morphism of algebras, then g is also a morphism of A.,-modules 
by considering N; N' E :rr,. 
a or. ./'\. 
Definition 2. 5 :. Let M, N, and L be left modules over a Hopf algebra 
A. Mand N are said to be paired with respect tQ Liff the~e exists a 
morphism of left A-modules (called an A-pairing) 
j 
where 6 :A + A,® A is the coproduct of A. 
Consideration of ~he dia,grarn 
M®N e L Mt®Y 
A®M®A®N 
1 Ci) t Ci) 1 I M®Nw Lw 
ACll)A~ 
6 ® 1 ® 1 
A®M®N 1 ® e A®L 
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shQws that e is a R-homo~orp~ism satisfying 
t ( -1) Ix 11 a" I e (.a' x ® a"y) = ae (x co y) 
' 
where l1(a) = Ia' ® a". 
Definition 2.6: Let A be a Hopf algebra over R. Then Mis said to 
be an.A-module algebra iff (1) Mis an A-module; (2) Mis a R-algebra; 
and -(3) th~ diagram _ 
is commutative. 
Condi tio~ ('3) states that the multi plication m: f1 (M ® M) + M is a 
morphism of A-module~. In view of Definitio~ 2.5, it follows that if M 
is an A-module algebra, Mand Mare paired with respect to M by the 
A-pairing m, 
In the sequel, the_following special pairing is used. If_M~ N, and 
L,are left modules over the Hopf algebra Z('II') (group ring), then Mand N 
are paired with respect to L iff there e~ists_ a Z ('11')-pairing e :M ® N + L 
such th~t e(ax ® ay) = ae(x ~ y), for a e 'II', x e M, ye N. 
Definition 2.7: Let A be a Hopf.algebra over R. Then N is said to 
be,an A-modu~e coalgebra iff (1) N is an A-modu~e; 
(2) N is a R-coalgebra; and (3) t}).e diagram 
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N®N d N 
N ® NI 
1 ® d 
IN 
A®N®N Ax N 
is conunutative. 
Note·that the dual of an A-module coalgebra is an A-comodule 
algebra. 
ExtA.*(M,N) 
The texts that_give direct access to the theory of cohomology of 
groups, for example [5], [24], and [33], all use. the."classical" pro-
jectivity. However, the work of S. Eilenberg and J.C. Moore [15] gives 
us the notion of a."new" projectivity. In this section both concepts are 
defined and compared. Then this· "new'' projectivity is used to define the. 
extension functor .Ext. 
The definition. of Eilenberg and Moore's "new'' projectivity is given 
first. 
Definition 2,8: An opject P ~ ;(>1i~ said to be c0-projective iff 
for any R-spli t exact sequence E :M' ~M ~M" in .lYJ and for any morphism 
of A-modules a:P-+ M with ga = O, there exists a morphism of A-modules 
h:P-+ M' such that the diagram 
is connnutative; where k is the kernel o:f; g and c is.a R-homomorphism 
with the property R.c = lK. It should be noted that in the diagram all 
maps exc~pt c.are morphisms of A-modules. 
Now the definition of ''classical'' projec::tivity is given. 
Definition 2.9:. An object Pe p[>1is s~id to be cj_-projective iff 
for any exact sequence E :M' ! M ~ M" in !fl a.nd for a:Q,y morphism of. 
A-modules a:P + M ~ith ga = O, there exists a morphism of A-modules 
h:P + M' such that fh = a, 
(P0 is used to c;len9te the class of ~-projective modules in J:}, and 
the notation 61 is used to represent.the class of e1-projective mo4ules 
in Z,,· 
The following simple example shows the fact that, in general, 
~~@a· Let A= R = Z, then it is easy to see that ~ .is the class of 
all abelian groups, while ~ is the class of all free abelian groups. 
Proposition 2 .1 :. The. A.-module P is ·in the class 6c, iff P is a 
retract of an extended A-moc;lule A ®M, 
Hereafter, projective means ~-projective when no confusion can. 
occur. 
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Defini tioIJ.. 2. 10: The _ left complex I .,over M (in notation. £: I + M) is 
said to be a projective .resolution of M £ ;rrliff (1) for i ~ O, Xi£ @a; 
a. 1 a. 1- 1 € Xi-l +---Xi +--Xi+l for i ~ 0, and O +.M + x0 are R-split exact. (2) 
,Let M £ ~· The unit e:R + A gives coker e = A/Ime = A/RlA' which 
is .denoted b.y A/R. For.each.n > 0 construct the extended A-module 
B (A;M) 
n 
= A © A/R ® • r • © A/R ® M = A ® (A/R)n © M 
\ y J 
n-factors. 
As a R-module, Bn(A;M) is spanned by elements x .=a® a1 ®···®an® y 
which are, following the notation of .Eilenberg and MacLane, customarily 
written as x = a[a1 1···1an]y, or as x = a(a1,···,an)y, In particular, 
elements.of B0 (A;M) are written as~[ ]y or a( )y. Construct the left 
I 
complex e::B(A:M) + M 
an-1 
+ B 1 (A;M) ~ B (A;M) + ••• :B(A;M) n- n 
Where e: and an-l (n ~ 1) are defined by 
e:(a[ ]y) = ay 
n-,l · 
a (a[a l···la ]y) = aa [a l···la ]y + I (-l)ia[a !···la.a. I ···la ]y 
n-1 1 n 1 2 n i= 1 · 1 . 1. 1. + 1 n . 
+ (-l)na[a !···la ]y 1 n-1 
This complex is cal.led the normalized ~ resolutio~ of the A-module M. 
Theorem 2 .. 1: For each A-module M, e::B(A;M) + M is a projective 
resolution of M. 
Now apply the normalized bar resolution to / e: ?, when A is 
augmented by e::A + R •. Observing that B (A; R) !:4 A® (A/R}n, it is noted 
n e: . 
that Bn (A;e:R) is spanned by ele~ents a[a 1 I··· I an], while a is given by 
t~e previous formula witb ther,outside" factory.omitted. In particular,. 
when A= Z(TI) (group ring), B (Z(TI); Z) is the free Z(TI)-module with 
n e: 
generators [x1 I·•· I xn] all n-tuples of elements x1 f:. 1, • • ·, xn f:. 1 of TI, 
setting [x1 1···1:icn] = 0 if any one xi= 1. Also, the notation 
B (Z(TI); Z,) = B (TI) and B(Z(TI), Z) = B(TI) is adopted, 
n e: n e: 
If ME zrr, a variant of the normalized bar.resolution B(A;M), the. 
non-normalized bar resqlution S(A;M) has 
S (A;M) 
n 
n 
=A®~®··~®j®~=A®~ ®M 
• 
n-factors 
Theboundary and c::al'e gi'(en by the.form~las for B(A;M} with each 
a[a11···1an]y replaced by a® ai ®•••®an® y. The projection 
n:~(A;M) + B(A;M) is a chain equivalence of complexes of A-modules. In 
particular, when·A = Z(,r), an(Z(1r);c::Z) = an(,r) is the free Z(,r)-m~dule 
generated by. all n-tuples x1 ® • • • ® xn of elements of 1T . (no normalized 
con4ition), 
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In Chapter III a chain c.omplex of Z-module$ called the reduced ·!!2!!:. 
i 
normalized bar construction S(1r) is used for a group ,r, Although S(,r) is 
not a resolution, it can be used to co111pute cohomology of groups for some 
important special cases. For n.> 0 let S(,r) = .Z(,r) ® ••• ® Z(,r) be the 
\ .. ) 
n-factors 
free abelian group generated by all n-tuples x1 ® • • • ® xn of elements of 
1T, Set So(,r) = Z and define a l :S (,r) + a 1(,r) by 
· n- n n-
a (x ® • • • ® x ) = x ® • • • .® x 
n-\ 1 i· n 2 I n 
n-1 I i · n 
irl (-1) xl ·.~ ••• qp xixi+l ® ••• ·r xn + (-1) xl ® ••• ® xn-1 
I, I 
In order to introduce the cup-product.in derived functors [1], [15], 
[28] the presentation of a.comparisqn theorem in relat;ive hc:,mological 
a~gebra in.the following form is now given. 
Theorem 2.2: Let. 'i:I + M be a projective resolution of M in the 
category~ and let n:~+ N be a projective resolution of N in the 
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category 3'1· Then, for any a-mqrphism of modules f:M + N there exists an 
a-chain map extension F:l +;di off.in th~ sense that (1) for each n .:::_ O, 
Fn:X~Yn is an a-morphism of module~, anq {2) dn-/n = Fn-lan_1 _for 
n > 1 and fr = ,nF0 , .whe~ 
ao a n-1 
For Fir 
x :I n 
dn-!Fnj !F 
dot Y 
Yo ... y : ::+ 1 n 
N _n ____ _ 
and (3) if F, F' are a-chain map extenstcms ,of f, then ,there exists an 
a-chain homotopy h:J ,+'!; connecting F with ,F'. 
Proof: First observe that the theorem is the usual comparison 
theqrem in the cas~ when A= B .and a is the identity map. The following 
remarks enable us to red,uce this theor~m to the classical . case; 1) the 
B-moduies N and Y. (i > 0) can be considered as A-modules by pull-back 
1 - . . 
along.a., 2) the B-modu+e motphisms n and.di (i .:::_ 0) can be regarded.as 
morphisms in l1! by considering aN' ayi e: A'1, 3) by definitton 2.4, 
f:M + aN is a morphism in J!l· From 1) and 2)~ n:~+ N can be considered 
as an ac~clic complex in J>1· It follows from the. usual comparison 
theorem that t~ere. exists a chain .. map extension F of f in 11· By defi-
ni.tion 2,, 4, F is _an a-c~ain<map, It is immediate to s~e the rest of the 
proof •. This 1proves the theorem. A 
Let Mand N denote arbitrarily given left A-modules .. Select any 
projective resqlution e::I + M of M 
:I 
where e: .and, an (n .:::_ O) are morphisms of graded'.A-modules. Consider 
HomA(*,N) which is,the graded R-cochain comple~ 
00 01 on 
Ho~ (I,N) :. HomA (X0 ,N) ~ HomA (X1 ,N) ~ • • • -+ HomA (Xn,N)--+ 
p 
with a graded R-module HomA (Xn.,N) = {HomA C\1,N) I p = O, .:'::. 1, .:'::. 2, • • •} 
and a morphisQL of gradeq. R-modules on= HomA~an,N). For every integer 
n ~ 0, the n-dimensional cohomology module if (Homr CI rN)) of a. R-cochain 
complex HomiCI,N) for each g:rading p will be referred to as the. 
n"".dimens:i,onal extensiqn functor .over A of ·the given A-module M with 
coefficients in the A-module N and will be denoted by the ,symbol 
Ext~,p (M,N} ,· where. n refers to the homological dimension and p denotes 
the grading. Thus · for the category. of. left A-modules ;r,, and for the 
cat~gory of grade4 R-modules R?r/ we define the contravari1¥1t functor 
Ext A* ( ,N): Tf -+ l'J 
by ExtA*(M,N) = {Ext~'p(M,N)}. 
The cohomoH>gy H* (1r ,NJ of a. group 1r with coefficients in a 
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Z (1r)-module N provides an.: important example of the functor EJ!:tA ( ,N) with 
A the ,group ring Z (1r). Thes.e coqomology, groups may be defined direct~y 
in ... terms of the extensic;m functor by 
cons:i,q.ering i· as a Z(1r)-mcodule by the augmentation e::Z(1r) -+ Z. Thus, 
th~ n-th coho~ology of,!_ gro~p .'.!!.. with coefficients in the Z(1r)-module N. 
is defined by if (1r ,NJ = Ext~ (1r) (e:Z ,N). It should be noted that since all 
modules involved in this cas~ are trivially graded, the second asterisk 
on the shoulder ·Of Ext is dr~pped. 
When the ,definition of the reduced non-normalized bar construction 
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S('IT) was given, it was mentioned that alth_ough S('IT) is not a rese>lution 
it can be used to compute cohom~logy of groups for some important special 
cases. This is now m~de precise. 
Proposition 2. 2 :. _ If ,N is a _trivial Z ('IT)-module, that is, gx = x fo_r 
all g e: 'IT, x e: l\l ,, then 
If('IT,N) = Hn(Hom2 ~~(7r),N)) 
whert;} S('IT) is the reduced non-normalized bar construction. · 
\ ,' ·, ' . . 
Cup Product~ for A-Pairings_ -
The main purpose of this section is to establish an algebraic 
analogy to the first section in ,.Chapter I.. For a detaileq. account of 
this -section, refer, to [30]. 
Let A be a Hopf algebr~ o.yer R with coproduct A:A: + A ®A, and.let 
M._be a left A-module aoalgebra.with coprpduct cl:M + M ®M. If e::l +Mis 
a projective resolution of M~ th~n e: ® e::l ®,I+ M ,®Mis a projective 
resolution of M,©M, Sin~e,d is a A-morphism of modules, by the ,compari-. 
son theorem 2.2 the,re exists a A-chain map extension h:l :+I® I of d 
wh~ch preserves both the grading and the.homc;>logical dimension. If 
P, Q, an<l S are A-~odules s~ch that P. and Q are paired with respect to S 
by the ,A-pairing e , the_n th~te .exist morphisms of R-.modules 
where A is defined by 
A(f ® g)(x ® y) = f(x) ® g(y) ' ' 
for 
f e ,HomA (I,P), g E HomA (I,Q), x ® y e I ® I 
and x(h,e)_ is defined by 
X (h,.e) (p) = eph, for p e HomAxA (I © I,P ® Q) 
For a e A and x el, 
(x(h,e)(p))(ax) = (eph)(ax) 
= _e(t.(a)ph(x)) 
= e(((p'P ® Qip) 0 (1 ® t ® 1) 0 (t. ® 1 © l))(a ® ph(x))) 
= SIP ( (1 ® e )(a .® ph (x))) 
= SIP(a ® Sph(x)) 
= a(Sph(x)) 
Thus, x(h,e) e HomA(I,S). The re~<;ler can see here that the definition 
2~5 of ,an A-pairing is effectively used. 
It is immediate ·to see the col!lposi,tion v 8 = x(h,8)./l: satisfies the 
coboundary formqla 
The compositi9nv8 induces a morphism of graded R-modules (also 
denoted by v 8, or just v when no confusion can occur) 
called the cup product witl-J.respect to the A-pairing e. Note that cup 
I . ' ' ," 
product depends _on th~ pairing e but not on -_the particula:r: projective 
resolution of M~ 
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If N is an A-module alge~ra, then N and N ~re paired with respec~ to 
N by the A-pairing m;t.(N ®N) + N. Thus~ if Mis an A-module coalgebra, 
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the cup product, 
n * m * n+m * 
v :ExtA' (M,N) ® Ext/ (M,N) -+ Ext A ' (M,N) 
gives Ext!* (M,N) the structure of a graded R-algebra •. 
In the speci~l cas,e when M = 8 2, A = ,2('11'), and N is a 2('11')-module 
algebra, then the graded Z-module ExtZ(ir)(Z,NJ = H*(ir,N) becomes.a graded 
ring when multiplication is defined in tenn~ of the cup product; it is 
called the cohomology.ring of 'IT with coefficients in.the Z(ir)-module 
algebra N. 
Characteristic Class and Lower 
Dimensional Cohomology 
Cohomology groups of a group were formally defined in.the 1~40's. 
H9wever, th~se groups in low dimens~ons .had been studied earlier as part 
of the general body of group theory. For example, the I-dimensional 
cohomology groups, (cro~sed homomorphisms modulo principal homomorphisms) 
had been long known; the 2-dimensional cqhomology groups, in the form of 
factor sets, had appeared as early as 192Q, This section is devoted to 
the task .. of calculating the cohomology groups )f('IT,N), for n = 0,1; and, 
to a discussion of t~e cohomology.group H2(ir,N) in relation to the 
characteristic class of a,group ext~nsiqn. 
for a group.'IT and a Z('IT)-module N ('IT-module for short), 
.' . . -
H*('IT,N) = ExtZ('IT)(Z,N). By usin~ the non-normalized bar.resolution S(ir) 
(see II. 2), there is for each n .:. 0 a Z-isomorphism 
homz ('IT) (Sn ('11'),N) .~ homz (Sn ('IT) ;N), en ('IT)) = z (,r) ® •••. ® z ('IT) 
n-.factors, 
defined by the maps. 
µn 
-r -homZ( )(S (n),N) homz(S (n),N) n n ;:-- · n 
n 
with 
and 
"n(f)(a ® x) = af(x) , for f e: homz(Sn(n),N) , a® x E Sn(n) 
Hence, the cochain complex HomZ(n)(S(n),N) is isomorphic to the cochain 
complex 
n-1 n-1 
with coboundary d = µno . "n-l. having the explicit formulation 
n-1 d (f) (g ® ••• ® g ) 1 n 
n-1 
= (µno "n-l)(gl ® ••• ® gn) 
= µn("n-lfan-l)(gl ® ··· ® gn) 
= (>..n-1 fan-~)(l ® gl ® • • • ® gn) 
= ~1 f (~2 ® • • • ® ~) 
n 
+ (-1) f(g ® .... © g ) 1 n-1 
for f E hom2 (sn_ 1(n),N), g1 ® ··• ® gn a Z-base element in Sn(n). The 
n 
cohomology group H (1r,N) may thus_be calculated by considering 
.n - - n n-1 
1-:1, (Homz (S (1r), N)} = Ker d /Im d . 
Since N "'hom2(Z,N), an element x EN is-identified with the 
o-:cochain f , where f . : Z -+ N is defined by f · (1) = x. Then for g e: n 
x x x 
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0 (d f )(g) = x - xg 
x 
Therefore, the kernel of do is the subgroup 
N1r = .{x e: N I g x = x for all g e: 1r} 
of elements of N invarian.t unde:i; th~ action of.1r. If f is a 1-cochain, 
then 
The cochain f is therefore a cocycle iff 
The mappings of 1r into N subject to this condition are called crossed. 
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homomo!J?bisms of 7T to N, and the group of c~oss~q homomo+phisms of 1r to N 
is denoted by z! (1r ,N). The 1-cochain f belo:Q.gs to the image of do iff 
there exists an element a e: N such that 
f (g) = ga - a 
for all g e: 1r. Such crossed homomo:ryhisms are called principal, and the 
group of principal crossed homomorphisms is denoted by B!(1r,N). These 
facts are summarized in the following proposition. 
. . 2 3 d d O( ) -- N7T d Propos1t1on • :. For a,grOUJl 1r an a 1r-mo ule.N, H 1r,N an 
H1(1r,N) = z1c1r,N)/B1(1r,N). In partic4lar,. when 1r acts trivially on N, 
C C· 
0 1 H (1r ,N) = N and H (1r ,N) =. hom2 (1r ,N), 
The relation between H2(1r,N) and extensions of the abelian group N 
. . . ' 
by the group 1r is now investigated. 
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Definition 2 .11: Agro~ . extensimi is a short exact sequence 
E:O +NiG~'Tf -+ 1 where N is an abelian group; it is convenient to 
write the group. composition in 0 and N as addition, that in G, 7f J and 1 
multiplication. G is called an extension of N by 'ff, The extension E 
splits iff there is a homomorphism y:'Tf-+ G with py = l'Tf. 
Let Aut N denote the group of automorphisms of N, with group multi-
plication the composition of automorphisms. Conjugation in.G yields a 
homomorphism 6:G-+ Aut N under which the action of each 6(g) on any 
x £ N is given by 
or, one simply considers i as the inclusion map and writes 
. . ' 
e (g)(x) -1 = g x g 
when no confusion oc~urs~ Since N is abelian, observe that. 
(6oi)(x) = lN:N-+ N for all x £ N. Hence 6 induces a homomorphism 
~:'ff-+ Aut N defined by 
i(o)(x) = 6(g)(x) , x £ N, a£ 7f 
wh.ere g £ G is such that p (g) = . a. It is easy to see that I is inde"." 
pendent of the choice of a representative g for a. Then I gives N the 
structure of a 'ff-module; for a£ 7f and x £ N; define an action of 7f on 
N by a•x =-i(a)(x). This proves 
Proposition 2,4: An extension of N by 7f furnishes N with the 
structt,tre of a 'ff-module. 
Proposition 2; 5: If N is an abelian group. and 7f is a group, then 
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there exists a one"'.'to-one \correspondence between the set. {qi:'IT -+ Aut N I qi 
is a group hom@morphism} and. the set of all pos.sible 'IT-module structures 
of N. 
For each group . hommµorphism qi :.'IT -+ Aut N con,!?truct a multiplicative, 
but not necessarily abeli~, grQup .N xq; 'IT called the semi-direc.t product 
of N and TI relative to qi, As a set, N xqi TI= {(x,cr) Ix€ N, a€ TI}, 
Multiplication is defined by 
One proves that-this is a group with the. "identity" element 1 = (0,1) 
-1 -1 -1 · 
and;inverse (x,cr) = (-qi(o )(x)~c:1 ). 
Proposition 2 •. 6: Any split group exte~sion 
i ~ 0-+N-+G TI-+1 
·+ 
y 
yields an isomorphism G ~ N xqi TI for a qi:TI + Aut N. 
Proof: First observe that Im i is normal in G, 1 = _Im i n Im y, and 
every element in G is a produ~t xy for X,€-N and y € 'IT, Next, for 
y € Im y the inner ~~tomorphism T of G (Ty:G + G _is define~ by y 
T (g) = ygy : 1) restricted to Im i is an in~er automorphism of Im i. Thus 
Y: 
qi:Im y-+ Aut Im i defined by qi(y) = Tyl Im i is a group homomorphism, and 
n:Im i xqi Im y + G defined by.n(x,y) =.xy is.an isomorphism. Then 
identifying Im i withN a11d Im y with .TI, the proof is complete. 
Defini ti<>n 2 .12; If N is a TI-module., an e~tension 
E:O + N .!. G ~TI+ 1 is said to be compatible.with the TI-module structure 
of N_iff the 'IT-module structure obtainecJ from the. extension E coincides 
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with the given TI-module structure. 
Given TI and a TI-module N, there is at least one.extension, the semi-
direct product, compatible with the TI-module structure of N. If 
~:TI+ Aut N is-the homomorphism corresponding to.the TI-module structure 
of N, then there is a short exact sequence 
E:O +Ni N x~ TI~ TI+ 1 
where i is the monomorphism given by,i(x) = (x,1) and pis p(x,cr) = a. 
Recalling that the TI-module structure of N furnished by Eis defined by 
-1 -1 
cr•x = i (gi(x)g ) 
whe:re p (g) = a, setting g = (0, cr), then 
a• x = i-1((0,cr)(x,l)(O,cr)- 1) 
-1 -1 
= i ( (crx,,cr) (0 ,,a )) 
= i- 1(crx,1) 
= ax 
Whence 
Proposition 2.7: If N is a TI-module with structure corresponding 
to ~:TI+ Aut N, then the extension 
i n O + N + N x~ TI+ TI+ 1 
is compatible with the given TI-module structure of N. 
If N is a TI-module, E:O + N + G +TI+ 1 and E' :0 + N + G' +TI+ 1 
are two compatible extensions.of N by TI, then Eis said to be related 
to E', in notation E ~ E', iff there exists an isomorphism y:G + G' 
3.0 
such tqat the di~gram 
-+ 1 
is comm~tative. This, relation is ·an .equiyalence relation •... , Let ec1r ,N) 
denote the equival~mce · classes ef c0mpatible extensiens of N by 1r modulo 
this r~lation ... 
Suppose N is a 1r-module and E :0 -+ N j. G ~ 1r -+ 1 is a cqmpatible 
extension., Const;ruct a fu1>.:etion s:1r-+ G such that s(l) = 0 and ps.= 1 
(s4ch a .. funct;ien is called a ·section of 1r in G). Then 
. -1 (s(o1)•s(cr2)•s(o1o2) )e: Im i fc,r o1 , o2_ e: 1r. Leth e: ·N be that 01,02 
7T 
-1 
unique element such:that i(h ) = s(o1)·s(o2)·s(cr1cr2·) . Correspond-ol ,02 
ing to the fixed secti<;m s, there is a map 
defined. by 
f :1r®1r-+N 
s 
Then f <let.ermines. a 2-cochain (aiso denoted by. f ) 
s s 
where ,B(1t) is the .normcl,lized. bar resolution (see II.2), d.efined by 
Moreover, 
Similarly, 
Whence by associativity 
and thus 
2 Consequently, f is a 2-cocycle and [f] e: H (TI,N). 
s s 
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Ifs' is another section of TI in G, then corresponding to each cr e:,TI 
there·exists a unique element (denote it) xcr e: N such that 
s(cr) = i(xcr)·s'(cr). Define g:B1(TI) + N by g([cr]) = xcr. Then for 
s(cr1)•s(cr2) = i(x )·s'(cr )·i(x )·s'(cr) cr1 1 cr2 2 
= i(x )·(s'(cr )•i(x )·s'(d' )-1)·s'(cr )•s'(cr) 
· cr1 1 cr2 1 1 2 
= i(x )·i(cr ·x )·s'(cr )·s'(cr) 
· cr1 1 cr2 1 2 
while 
= i (h . ) • s (cr1cr2), 
·
0 1,0'2 
so that_o'g = fs - f 5 , and hence [fs] = [fs 1 ]. Setting [f5 ] = [fE]' 
there is a well-defined map 
2 IP: (1r,N)-+ H,· (,r,N) 
with ip([E]) = [fE]. The cohomology class.[fE] is called the 
characteristic cla~s of the group.extel'!sion E. 
the map IP is injective, for suppose E:.O-+ Ni G ~ 1r-+ 1 and, 
"I I 
E' : 0 -+ N ..!.+ G' 4 1r -+ 1 are two extensions of N by 7T such that 
1P([E']) = 1P([E]). Lets be a section of 1r in G and lets' be a section 
. of 1r in G' . Then there exists a 1-cocl).ain g: B1 ( 1r) -+ N such that 
Define sll:1r -+ G by 
s" ( cr) = i (g ( [a]) J · s (a) , 
Then s" is a section of 1r in G, satisfying the property that 
If. g e -G, then _g can be uniquely writteJl as the product i(x) •s"p(g) for 
x e.N. Define a:G-+ G' by 
a(g) = i'(x)·s'p(g) 
Then a is a homo~orphism and the diagram 
, I , 
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ya·~ 
0 -+N _ l~·~ I 
"-.. p~ 
i'~G•~' 
is commutative; a~d hence by the,5-'Lemma, a is an isomorphism and E 'v E'. 
Now w is shown .. to be ,surjective. 2 S1,1ppose [£] e: H (7r,N). Cons\:ruct 
the _group N fC 71". Its ele111ents are all pairs .Cx,cr) with the product 
One proves that this is 
-1 
and inverse (x1,cr1) 
exact sequence 
a group with the "icJent:i,ty" elem~nt 1 = (0 1 1) 
-1 -1 
cr1 f(cr1,cr2), cr1 ) and there is a short 
i ~ E"O ~ N ~ N x ~ 1 
--r . --r f 1T 1T --r 
where i is the homomorphism given by i(x) = (x,1), pis given by 
p(x,cr) = cr. The sectiqn s of 1T in N fx 1T defined by 
s (cr) = (O ,cr) 
:i,s such that w([fs]) = [f]. Summ~rizing, the following theorem has been 
proven. 
Theore111 2.3~ Given a 1T-module N then-w:£(1r,N) + H2 (7r,N) is a 
one-to-or,.e correspondence between the eq~ivalence classes .of compatible. 
2 
extensions ef N by 1T and the eleJllents of H.(7r,N). 
To illtistra~e Th~orem 2.3; 8(1r.N) is computed for some elementary 
groups 1T and N. 
(1) Take 1T = z2 wi t}:i generat~r t and N =, Z. Th~re is only one. 
3.4 
z2-module structure for Z, Proposition 2.~, and it is obtatned by letting 
z2 act trivially on Z;- If_ f is the 2-coc}:lain,that maps [tit] to 1 and 
[tiltj] to O, for i, j ~ 1, then the odd mult:i,.ples off are the 
2 2-cocycles that,are not ·coboundarie.s, He.nee H (Z2 ,Z.) is a cyclic group 
of ord(;}r two and eczz,Z) = { [E] J [EI J} where 
E : o + z t z @ z2 -+ z2 -+ 1 
E' :0 + Z i Z + z2 -+ 1 
wi~h i(n) = (n,O} and 2 maps .z onto 2.Z in Z. 
(2) Take ,r = z2 with generator t and N = z3 with generator f3, 
There are. two possible z2-module stru.ct~res for z3 and. they are obtained 
by tf3 = f3q where. q = 1 or 2. In either case,. the.set of 2-"cocha:i,.ns i~ a 
cyclic group of o~der. three, gen_erated by the c~chain ff3 that maps 
[t I tl tq s. 
(2a) If z2 acts on z3 _bf _tf3 =-f3, then e~ery.2-cochain is a cocycle 
and a coboundary. Hence H2 (z2,z3) = 0 and e(z2,z3) = {[E]} where 
2 (2b) If z2 acts on z3 by tf3 = f3 , the:n ff3 _and 2f13 = f 2 are 
f3 
coboun4aries, Thus H2 (z2,z3) = 0 an.d ecz2,z.3) cons:i,.sts of the single 
equ.iv~lence class represented by. the ex_ten~ion 
i E:O-+ Z -+ S -+ Z -+ 1 3 3. 2 
where s3 denote.s the symmetric grQup of degree 3 and i(f3) = (~; i) for 
the generator f3 of z3• 
(3) Take 1r = z.3 with generator t and N = Z. Again, by Proposition 
2.5 the only z3"".module.structure for Z is obtained by lettin~ z3 ac~ 
trivially on Z. If f is the 2-cochain defined by 
1 i + j > 3 
O otherwise 
then f, an<;l 2f are the .2-cocycles th~t are not _coboundaries, while 3nf 
2 for any integer n is a cobolllldary. Thus H (Z3,Z) is a cyclic group of 
order three and e(Z3,z) = {[E1],[E2],[E3]} where 
-3 . E3 :0 + Z-+ Z + z3 + 1 
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CHAPTER III 
It was proved by Hurewicz [20] that if Xis an arcwise-connecte4 
aspherical space then the fundamental group 1r1 (X) determines all,the 
homology and cohomology,groups of X. Eilenberg and MacLane [10] showed 
this determination in a purely algebraic fa$hion and further proved 
H*(K(1r,l),N) ""H*(1r,N) for an abelian group N as coefficient group, The 
purpose of this chapter is to make a quick review of this important link 
between algebraic topology and the cohomology theory of groups. 
Let X be an arcwise-connected aspherical space whose fundamental 
group 1r1 (X) is isomorphic to a given abstract group 1r. We call such a 
space K(1r,l). Let x0 e X be a fixed point of X which is chosen a~ the 
base point for the fundamental group 1r1(X). Denote by S(X) the subcom-
.Plex of the total singular complex S(X;Z) obtained by considering only 
those singular simplices whose vertices are mapped into x0 . It was shown 
in [8] that there exist chain maps p, i 
~-s (X) S (X) 
"'"":---
1 
with i the injection map, such that, pi= lS(X) and ip is chain homotopic, 
to the identity map lS(X); ip - lS(X)' Thus S(X) and S(X) are chain 
equivalent and the cohomology groups of the complexes S(X) and S(X) are 
isomorphic. 
It is clear the ,complex S(X) is more clo$ely connected with the 
~6 
fundamental group TI 1(X) than is the larger complex S(X), In fact, any 
!..;:face of every singular simplex in S(X) determines a unique element of 
Now define .chain maps K, n 
K 
'----+ -S(X) S(TI) 
-+-,--
n 
where S(TI) is the reduced non-normalized bar construction for TI (see 
II.2). 
n Let !:J. = [e0,···,en] be a standard n-simplex whose vertices are 
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e0 ,···,en, and let T:!:J.n + X be.a singular n-simplex in S(X). Sin~e every 
vertex e. of !:J.n is mapped into the base point x0 e: X, each edge e.e. 1 1 J 
(i .::_ j) of !:J.n maps into. a c~osed path in X and therefore determines 
uniquely an element a .. of TI. If i = j, a .. = 1 can be defined. Then 1,J 1,J 
K :S (X) + s (TI) 
n n n 
is defined by Kn (T) = a0 1 ® a1 2 ® • • • ® a . Now , , n-1,n 
can-1 Kn)(T) = 0n-1 Cao, 1 ® al, 2 ® • • • ® an-1 ,n) 
=a ®a ®•••®a 1,2 2,3 n-1,n 
n-1 i 
+ l ( -1) ao 1 ® • • • ® cc 1 . a. . 1 © • • • ® a 1 i=l , 1- ,1 1,·1+ n- ,n 
while 
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where T(i) den<;>tes the i-th face of T. Hence, oK = Ko and K is,therefore 
a chain map. 
Define no=So(7f) + So(X) by no(l) = T, where T:ti.0 +xis given by 
T(e0) = x0 • Let a be a base element of s1 (1r). Let T:Al -+ X be a contin-
uous function mapping 1:,.1 into a closed path about x0 belongi~g to, the 
element a of the fu~dament~l group. Define n1 (a) = T. Next, let. 
(b.2) (i) denote.the !~face of 1:,.2 oppo~ite the i-th vertex e. ]. (i=0,1,2), 
In notation, set a(O) = a2' 
(1) 
= ala2, and 
(2) 
= al, Since n has a a 
I 
already been defined. fCJr ~lemen,ts · of i 1 (1r), there· are. three mappin_gs ·. 
i = 0,1,2 
which give closed paths about x0 belonging to the elements. a2 , a 1 a 2 , a.1 
of 1r, respectively. Joinqy these three ,mappings give .a mappd.ng 
2 2 2 T: a1:,. · + X of the bouncJa.ry a1:,. of t,. ; rhis mal? is .null homotopic because 
-1 2 
a 1a2 (a.1 a.2) = 1. Consequ~ntl)f, T can, be ,extenq.ed to a m~pping T :b. + x. 
µefi~e n2 (a) = T. 
From n<;>w · on, the proce,dure is by induction_. Suppose that nk ha.s · 
been defined for . k < p (k > 2) . 
of i (1r) and notationally let 
Let a= a ®•••®a. be a base element 1 p 
p 
(O) 
= a.2 ® ••• ®a a p 
a 
(i) 
= al ® . . . ® a.a. 1 ® ... 1 1+ ® ap' i "f O,p 
(p) 
= al ® ••• ®a a . 
. p-1 
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If (ll) (i) is the i-th face .of ·t:,.P, there a.re p+l mappings 
J 
for i .·= 0,1, ,p. By virtue of the in4uctive constructiqn of n, these 
mappings agree on the colllll).on faces,of any two (p-1)-faces of t:,.P. Conse .. 
quently, they combine and g:i,.ve a map T: atl -+ X. Since at:,.P is 
homeomorphic.to a (p-1)-sphere and TIP_1 (X) = O because p-1 > 1, th~ map T 
can ,be ·extended to a mapT:tl -+ X, Define np (a.) = T, and .the definition 
of n is complete. If ,one observes that n(~) = T implies n(a.(i)) = T(i); 
it fo.llows that n and a co~ute.so that n is.a chain map. 
The chain maps K and n are such . that Kn = lS(TI) and nK - 18 (X). 
Hence 
Propositiqm 3,,1; Let .X be a,K(TI,l} space; Then the complexes S(X), 
S (X) , and i ( TI.) are al~ chain equi v~l en t ~ 
As has ·previously been. observed. (see I I. 2), passing to cohomqlo~y, 
this chapter is concluded by 
Theorem 3.)~ H*(TI,N) "'H*(K(TI,l),N) if TI acts triviall)' on N. 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPUTATION OF GROUPS · 
In this .chapter the toqls developed in Ch~pters I J II J ancl III are·, 
applied to the computation of the ,cohomology ring H* (1r JN) for various 
groups,ir. 
In this. section the cqmpu~atio11 of .H* (Z2 Jz2) will be carried out by 
00 00 
cQI1struct~ng a _space RP whose .fund~ental ~roup .ir1 (RP J is isomo~hic 
with z2. and whos_e higher homotopy groups vanishJ and the~ applying to 
th,is space ,Theorem 3, l. 
The n-dimensional ~ projective space RPn (n ~ 0) is defined to be 
,. ' . . . ' . .. . . 
(Rn+l - {O})/'v where 'v is the usµal equivalence relation: x 'v y iff. 
n+l n 
x = ry for some r .,. 0 e: R •. Usi~g the quotient map ir:R - {O} + RP J 
RPn is .topologized. Write [xp .. • Jxn+l) for the equival~:r:ice, class_ of 
n+l (x1J·~~Jx 1) e: R · - {O}. 
. . n+. 
First o:aserve that RPn is. a n-dimensiona.l connected ce>mpact ciosed 
manifold. Consider a diagrcµn 
h Sn · · h · h · . · Rn+ 1 { 0} d · · h · 1· · w ere is -t _e unit n-sp e.re in · - an 1 is t e .inc us ion map. 
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Define p by ,the c9mposition 1ri. It is thus immediate to see that p is 
the identification map such that the inverse image by p of any.point 
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[x] E RPn consists of exactly two antipodal points !.. x/ Ix I , It f&;>.J. lows 
that RPD: is a connecteq compact Hausd9rff space. For i = 1, • • • ,n+l, le.t 
Vi= {[xl'···,xn+l]) e:: RPn I x1 I: O} and define 1¥i:Vi-+ Rn by 
1¥.([xr,···,.x 1]) = (x1/x.,···,x. 1/x.,x. 1/x.,·•.•,x 1/x.). Since 1¥. is i · n+ i · i- :r i + . i . n+ ·. i i · 
a homeomorphism anc;l since ,RP~ is the un_ion of the . Vi's, RPn: is a 
n-dimensional connecte4 co~pact: clo~ed manifold. 
n Next, decompose RP · into a CW-complex ,so that on.e can, calculate. the . 
cohomology (homology) .of RPn by the standa+d method for CW-complexes. 
Def].·ne '· ..Rn. - {O} -+ Rntl {O} b '( ) ( 0) d 
. . I\ . - . y I\ x1 , • • • ,xn . = , x1 , • • • ,xn, , an . 
1 
consider RPn-l a.s a subspace of RPn by the identification [x] = (;\ (x)]. 
. n n n · n-1 ··. n Define f : (D ; cD ) -+ (RP ;RP ) , wh!;)re P is the .n-dimensional unit disk 
n 
and aon its boundary, by 
n 
l 
i=l 
,f (x • • • x ) = [ x .. • x / 1 -
n 1 '. ' n . 1 ' " n.' 
Th f I . h . h. n - RPn. - RPn-, l . Th . d t. en· n n is.a omeomorp ism onio e · us in uc 1.ve-
n D -aD 
ly t~ere.is a cell cjecomposit:ion of RJ?n, 
n O 1 U n RP = e Ue U•••. e 
i 
'"!here e (i = 0,1,···,n) denotes an i-ceii. 
Define RP00 'to be the direct limit .l,!m RPn (see II.3), where 
RP() C RP 1 C RP2 C • • • .C RPn C · • ·, and call RP 00 'the infinite dimensional. 
~ projective space. 
Proposi~ion 4.1 :, For n, > 2, 
z ; f<:>r p = 0 
1rp (RPn) = z2 for p = 1 
0 for n > p > 1 
Proof:. Since. p :Sn -+ RPn is a 2-:-fold covering, by Theorem 1. 6 
1r (Sn} c:: 'rt (RP~) .for every p > 2.. If p < n,. the1' 1r,._ (Sn) = 0. Hence p p - - ~ 
1r (RPn) = 0 for an.y p with n > p . .::_ 2. If _n .::_ 2, then Sn · is simply con-
P 
nected. By Theor~m 1.5, th~ group 'g(Sn ,p) of deck transformations. is 
n, isomoJ;"phic to 1r1 (RP ). Since a,deck tr~sformation·f:Sn·-+ Sn·preserves 
' I 1 ' 
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eacJ:i fibre . co11-sis ting of antipodal points, £ is_ the antipodal map or the 
For -each p > 2, 1r (RPn) = 0 when ,,n > p. By ._Theorem L3, 
- .... p ' 
oo · n · n · 
1r P (RP } c:: l,im 1r P (RP ) = , 0, anq 1r l (RP ) Ol l.!m 1r l (RP ) = -z2, It f~11ows 
00 
that RP = K(Z;2~l), 
It is we11 kn.own, that. for z2 coefficients, RP~ is an oricimtable con-
n~cted compact n-manifold witpout boundary and 
H (RPn · Z ) Ol Hq (RPn • Z . ) = q .. ' 2 ' 2 { 
z2 ; 
0 . , 
for O ~ q ~ n. 
for q > n 
Moreover,. the- cell deco~position of RPn sho:ws tqat, if ,i :RPn-l -+ RPn-is 
t~e.inclusiqn map,. i*:Hq(RPn-l;Z2)-+ \CRPn;Z2) is an i~omo:r;-phism for 
o -~ q ~ n-1, These facts together with t~e Po~ncare ·Duality Theorem .and 
prope:rtie~ of cap product (s e~ I. 2) are used to prove the fol, lowing 
theorem. 
The.orem 4.1: The·,cqhomology algebra H*(RPn;Z2) is_ the truncated 
polynomtal algebra Pz [a]/(an+l} on oJ).e geijerator a c;,f degree 1 and 
. . . 2 . 
height, n+l. 
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Proof:· L~t. wri den.ote the fundamental class, of RPn and define the. 
contiI1;4ous , mappings .. 
• D j k 
1. k:"P.-+ RP , J,, 
by letting ij,k be the inclusif:?n map for j ,; k, and ij ,k be the iden_tity 
for j = k. n, The proof proceeds .. by induction OJ) n, the dimension 0£ RP • 
If n = 1., then t~e re~ult 
2 generator o:f H1 (RP ;Z2),. 
is obviously true. For n,= 2j i 1 2*Cw1) 
J 
Define the. generat0r a.2 c:,H1 (RP2 ;z2) by 
2 2 2 Then a.2 v a2 . = a.2 is a ,genera tor of H. (RP ; z2) 
is a 
be-. 
cam;je <a2 v a.2 ,w2>.= <a2 ,a.2 1"'"'\w2> =,<a.2 ,i112*Cw1)> = 1. 
holds ,true .in,this ·case. 
Thus the theorem 
Assume the ,result to be true for any.real projective sp~ce of din\eµ-
sio.n less than n; that is, assume fo3: k < n, <~k'il k*(w1)> = 1 and 
J, 
Jl ' 1 . n ) 
<ak,iJl,k*(wJl)> = 1 for.all Jl :_ k. Define the generator an c: H (~P ;Z2 
2 2 n by <a~i1 *(w1)> = 1. Then a v a = a is a generator of H (RP ;z2.) n ,n n. n n 
because 
= <i * 1 ci) ,i2 l* Cw2J> n- ,,n n ,n-
= <(i;_l~n(an))2,i2~n-l"•(<b2)> 
= <a~-l,i2,n-l*Cwz)> 
= 1 
By a similar proced~re, one can show·a.~;(p < n) is a generator.of 
Hp (RPn :-z.2) , Th 1 f f 11 . 1 f h f h , e. ast step or p.= n. o o~s easi y r-0m t,e act tat 
theorem. 
Th~orem 4~2: 
P2 [§] over z2 on one.generator§ of degree 1. 
2 
This proves the 
00, 00 
Proof:, Since RP = K(Z2 ,l), it follows .that .H*(RP ;Z2) "' 
From Theorem 1.2, H*(RP00 ;Z2) = H*(l,!.m RPn;Z2) "' l,!.m H*(RPn;Z2) = 
This completes the proof. 
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The univers.al covering 
27TiX the.projection p(~) = e 
space <;>f a circle s1 is .the real line R1 wit}). 
· 1 1 Then .a deck tr~sformation h.:R + R pre"" 
· 27Tih(x) 27TiX · 
s.erves fibres so that e = e • Thus:h(x) - xis an integer for 
1 · 1 
all :ic .E R , Since the m~p k :.R +. Z defined by. k (~) = h (x) - x is contin- . 
uous, and since. R 1 is con}lect~d,, h (x) - x = c for some fixed integer c; 
that is h(x) = x + c fqr some integer c. Henc~ his -a tra~slation,of ·the 
inte~er,c. It .follC>ws that the group CiJ(S1 ,p} is Z. Since -the covering 
space R1 of s1 is contractible to a point, by Theorem 1.5, 7Tl (sh "' Z. 
From Th.eorem 1. 6, 7T (R1) "' 7T (S1) for p .::_ 2, Thus 7T (S1) = 0 for any. p p . p 
p > 2. This shows.that s1 is a K(Z,1)-space. 
isomorphic to.the exter:i,or a~gebra ER[a.] aver Ron qne.gene~ator a. of 
degree. 1. 
Proof: Evident.· 
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Obviously the proof of The~rem 4.3 is a topological one. A purely. 
algebraic computation of the cohomology algebra H* (Z.,R) is now given .. 
Consider.the exact .sequence.of Z(Z)-modules 
i e: E:O + ker e: ~ Z(Z) + Z + 0 
with i the indusion .and e: the usual augmentation. It is well known tha~ 
ker e: is a free Z(Z.)-module. By Proposition 2.1, ker e:, Z(ZL and Oare 
projective objects. Hence the left complex t over Z 
e: 
Z + Z(Z) ! ker e: + 0 + 0 + ••• :I 
is a Z (Z)-module resolution of e:Z (see II. 2). It follows immediately 
that Hn(Z,R) = 0 fbr n > 2. By Propositio,n 2.3, HO(Z,R) = Rand 
:a1 (Z.,R) = hbm2 (Z, R) = ,R. Summarizing, the. module structure of H* (Z,R) 
is given by 
{
R·n=Ol 
n ' ' H (Z,R) = 
0 ; n > 1 
Evidently, H*(Z,R) is isomorphic to the exterior algebra ER[a] over R.on 
one generator a of degree 1. 
Cohomology of ,Cyclic Groups. 
The definition H*(n,N) = ExtZ(1r)(e:Z,N) was given in Chapter II. 
Thus.one may calculate the cohomology,modules of a particular group 'IT by 
' • I ' \ 
using a Z('IT)-module resolutio~ of Z suitably adapted to the structure of 
e: 
the group 'IT. 
Let 1T = Z be the multiplicative crciic group of order p with p 
generator t. The grcmp ring Z (Zp) is the. ring of all polynomials P z (t) 
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taken modulo the relation tp = 1; thus, Z(ZP) = P2 (t)/(tp) 
{ p-1 
= a0 + a1t + ••• .+ ap_ 1t ai e: Z}. For n ~ O, let Xn = Z (Z'.P) and 
p-1 
define a :X 1- + X by a ( I n. n+ n n .. 0 1= 
i p-1 
a. t ) .- (t - 1) ( l 
1 i=O 
i 
a.t ), for n even, and 
1,, 
p-1 . p-1 . p-1 i. p-1 i 
a ( l a. t 1 ) = ( I ' t 1 ) ( l a. t ) , for n odd, where x = l .. a. t is an 
n.i=O 1 i=O i=O 1 · i=O 1 
arbitrai:y el.t;,men"t; in Z(Z ). Clearly a a.· 1 = O. If a2n(.x) = :.o, then p n n+. 
ao = al = = ap-l and a2n+l(a0) = x. If a2n_ 1 (x) = O, then 
+ ·ap-l = o, an<;l x = -a 2n(a0 + (a1 + a0)t + • •• ao + _al + 
+ (a 1 + p-
... + a0)t~-1). The usual augmentation e::Z(Zp) +.Z has e:o 0 = O 
and ker e: = im a0• All told, the )eft. complex r over e:Z. 
. 
3o 0n-1 3n z i · x~ +-,- • • • + x 1 ...---- x +- x 1 + ,r u n- n n+ 
provi4es a .z (Zp)-module\projective re~olution of e:Z: This ,reso+uthm was 
originally due to Steenrod [26]. 
' . . . . . 
For.any Z(Z )-module N, the 
. . p . . I 
f e: hom2 cip) (Z (Zp) ,N) into f n), 
isomorphism hom2 (Z ) (Z (Z'.P},N) ~ p . 
Hence.the cqchain·coiµplex 
N :N 1 N !; N i N !; • • • 
N maps 
whe,r~ d(x) = a2 (x) and_ h(x) = a1 (x), is isomorphic to th~ cochain complex. 
HomZ(Z )(r,N). The ,cohomology module!? of Zp witb coefficients in N are 
p 
those of the cocbain complex N. 
Proposition 4 .• 2 :, For a,, cyclic group 0£ order p with a generator t 
an,d a Zp-module N, the cohomology modules of Zp with coefficients in N 
o 2n I , 
are: H (Zp 1N) = {a e: N ta= a}, H (Zp,N) = {a e:: N ta= a}/im h, 
with n > o, H2n+lcz · ,N) = {a e: N j h(a) = 0}/im d, witq. n > o. p 
Let ,r = _ZI> be.the multiplicative cyclic group\of order.p with a 
genera ~or t ., Let ,h.:Z(Z ) -+ Z(Z ) ® Z(Z ) be th_e coprod_uct o~ the Ho_pf 
. p I> p 
algeb,ra Z (Zp). The h.-.morphism of mqdules f :Z -+ Z @ Z_ defi~ed by 
f(l) = 1 @l can be extended to a h.-~hai~ map.h:r -+r @r by_ the direc;t 
application of Theorem 2.2 (th~ comparison theorem), where r is the 
Steenrod resolution of the Z(Zp)-mod,ule ez discussed in the previous. 
section. 
Steenrod -[27] computed h exp~icitly in this, case.. Define 
n i 
h :X -+ l X. @ X . = 
n n . J n-J J=O_ 
l e2 · ® e2. 2 · J 1- J 
i-1 
+ l 
j=q l O<k<R.<n-1 
i 
j=O 
k R, t e2 . 1 ® t e2 . 2 . 1 for n = 2i, and J+ 1-_J-
h (e2 . 1) = l (e2-J. ® e2 . 2 . 1 + ,e2 .. 1 ® te2 . 2 .), for n = 2i + 1, n i+ j=O 1- J+ J+ 1- J 
where, notationa:(.ly, 
p-1 I X = {a e +ate +•••+a 1t e - a. e Z} n On 1 n p- - n - 1 
By Proposition 4.2, the mod,ule structure of H*(Z3,Z) is given,by 
Z n = 0 
Z/3Z_ n even 
O othe~ise_ 
Since Z is a Z(Z3)-module alge~ra (see II_.1) 1 Zand Z are paired with 
respect to Z by trye Z(Z3)-pairing e:~ ®·Z-+ Z defined by e(n ® m) = nm. 
Th~n the cup.product i~ a morphism of,graded, Z-:piodules 
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Theorem 4.4: The cohomology.ring H*(Z3 ,Z) is 
where J;> 2 [G] is the polyno~ial alge~ra over;Z3 on.on_e generator a of 
3. . 
degree.2. 
Pre>of: , If _c:1. 2n is. a generator ·of H2n (Z 3, Z) , then at . the cochain · 
level a.21). is repre~ented by .f2n e: hom2 (Z3) (X2n ~Z) .whe.re f 2n (e2n) = 1. 
The proqf of·t~e theorem proceeqs by inductio~ on n, If n = 1, at the 
cochai:n level_ on_e has homZCZ3) (X ,Z) ®''homZ_(Z ) (X ,Z) i 
h ( Z ) X (h, el h . ( Z) h (h ) omZ(Z,3)®?:(Z3} x2 QPX2 , QO-Z . omZ(Z3) x4 , , were v= x ,e. 
Thus 
2 f 2 (e4 ) = (f2 v f 2) (e4 ) ·= (x (h,e)A) (f2 ® f 2) (e4 ) 
= (eA(f2 ® f 2))h(e4) 
2 
= (eA (f2 ® f 2) )(j t e2j ® e2i-2j 
+ 
~- k, R, ) l t e1 ® t e3 
O<k<R.<3 
·- -
= . Cf2 Ce2) ® f2 Ce2)) 
= 1 
: 4 
and a.2 v 0\2 generates. ,H (Z3 , Z) • Assllcille that for k < n 
k 2k 
a.2 = a.2 v · • • v a.2 Ck-factors) gene:r;ates H (Z3 ,z}. Consequently, 
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= l 
This_proves the, theqrem. 
CHAPTER V 
SPECTRAL SEQUENCES 
If N is a normal subgroup of the group ir, the cohomology module. 
H*(ir,N) can be calculated by successive approximations from the 
cohomology of N and tha~ of ir/N. These successive approximations are 
codified in the notion of a spectral sequence. In this chapter the 
mechanism of these sequences is formulated via "exact couples" (Massey 
[23]). A filtered cocha:i.n complex is associated with a spectr9-l sequence 
and the ,Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence [19] with E2 term H(ir/N,H(N)) 
is derived. The chapter is completed by giving some results which will 
be applied to the calculation of the ring H* (ir ,N) in Chapter VI. 
Exact .. Coupies 
1 An exact couple C = {o1 ,E1 ,i1 ,jl'kl} is a pair of modules o1 , E1 
together with three hoI!lomorphisms i 1 , j 1 , k1 
il 
which form an exact triangle in the sense that kernel= image at each 
vertex. The modules o1 and E1 in an exact couple may be graded R-modules 
or Z-bigraded R-modules; in the latter: case, each of i 1 , j.1' k1 has some 
bidegree. 
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The exactmiss of c:;1 s:q.ows ,. that. the composition d1 = j 1 k1 :E1 + E1 is 
such that, d1 d1 = O; hence. d1 is a differential. operator on E1 . Let 
(i) D2. = im i 1 , 
(ii) E2 = ke.,r d1/im d1 , 
(iii) 
(iv) 
i2:D2 
j2:D2 
+ D2 be 
+ E· 2 be 
defined PY. i 2 = .il ID J 
2 
defiJ?,e4 by j2 (x) = j 1 (y) J where ye:Dl 
i 1 (y) = .,x, an~ j i (y) deilotes the cos et represented by j i (y), 
is such 
(v) k2 :E2 + D2 be defined by k2(x) = k1 (x). Then the triangle 
i2 
is exact. 
notatHmal reasons; c2 is called; the ,2-nd deriyed e~act. couple). 
th~t 
It is ,clear tha~ this proc:ess ,of derivation c~ be _applied to tre ·, 
2 derived exact couple C tq obtain the 3-rd derived exact couple 
C~ = {D3 ,,E3,ii,,j 3 ,k3}, and. so on, In ~enet~l, denote, the :n-th derived 
exact co~ple by Cn= {b ,E .f-,J· .k.}. The sequence {E .d In> 1} is 
·· · · n n·n·n·n · n·n -· 
1 
called the Koszul-Leray spectral .sequence.of the exact couple C. 
- . . k-1(. .n-1)/. (k .n-1) h .n~l Proposition 5.1:, En!!!. 1 i~ i 1 Ji .er 1.1 , n.::., 1, were i 1 
is. the .Cn - 1)-fol~'iterati.on of i 1 . 
A proof of·this.result is sketched.here because it is not found in 
texts (for example, [5] and.(22]) covering this subject. For:n.::_1, let 
(i) E = {x e: En f dn(x) = O}, n,n 
(ii) t:E + E be t~e inclusion map~ 
n,n n, 
Cii_i) Kn : E + E be defined by Knn+_: 1 (x) = x, n+l · n,n, n+l 
Th~s.e d~finitions are illustrated in th~ dia~ram 
Let 
(i) 1 
(ii) l 
E = {x e: E 
n,n+l, n 
E 
n 
n d (x) =.O, d 1K 1(x) = o.}, n. · n+ -n+ 
,:E + E be th~ inclusion map, 
n,n+l n,n. 
E 
n+l 
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(iii) 1 K~+l :En,n+l + En,n be d.efin.ed-by K~+l (x) .= x; note the _use of 
the .same notation as -in. (iii}, 
n n+l n 
K 2 = K. 2K l:E 1 + E 2' n+ n.+ n+ n,n+ · n+ -
C,ontinuing in this f1:1-shion, let 
( .. )k 11 _ · 
( ... )k 111 
(iv/ 
E k = {x e: E 
n,n+, n 
n d K (x) = O} 
n+l n+k· ' 
n 
= 0, d lK 1 (x) = 0, ••• n+ n+ 
,:E + E be t~e i~clusion m~p, 
n,n+k n+l ,n+~ 
n 
K 
n+2 
n+l n 
= .K 2K l:E 2 + n+ n+ n,n+ E n+2,n+2_ 
h+k-,l. 
= K .. ·. 
n+k 
n . 
K · :E + E 
n+l n,.n+k _ n+k .-
! 
E 
n-1 E n 
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Since each of the maps Kare surjective~ En~ El,n-ifker 1 K ' n First, one. 
-1 n-1 
shows E = k1 (im i 1 ). 1,n-1 
E l () e; E · h k l () = in-l(r.) f D 
x e; 1,n-1' Kn-rX n-1,n-1' sot at n-lKn-1 x 1 "' or r,; e; 1' 
H .n-1( ) ence, 1 1 1;; 1 n-2,1 1 =kn-lK.n_1(x)=k 1K· 1K 2(x)=k. 2K 2 (x) n- n- n- · n- n-
n-3 1 
= kn_ 2Kn_ 2Kn_ 3 (x) = • • • = k1 (x)., and it follows that 
C -1 n-1 El,n-1 kl (im il ), 1 n-1 C Similarly, ki (im i 1 ) E1 n-l' , Next, one 
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1 . .n-1-
shows .. ker Kn = J 1 (ker ·.1.1 ) • 
1 Thus Kn_2 (x) 
) n-3 C ) k . n-1 d h = jn-Z (z;; 2 , where z:; 2 = i 1 a2 for a2 e er 1.1 ·· an. it. follows t at 
· ( ) f k · Hence x "' J0 1 (ker 1.· _n1- 1) . x = J 1 a1 + . • • • + a 2 + a 1 o.r a 1 e . er 1.1 • ._ • n- n- n.- · · 
I 
proof is complete._ A 
In view o~ J?roposition 5.1~ the t~rms .En of the spectral s~queijce 
ciµi be .. considered as succ~ssive approxi,maq.ons, to Ecc,,. which is defined as. 
cc, cc, 
Ecc, = ki 1( n im i~-1)/jl ( LJ ker i~-l) 
n=.1 · n=~ 
Spect~al Sequences.Associated With a 
Fil ter~d Cqchain Complex, 
Pefinit~on 5 •. J: A graded cc;,chain complex _G = {C,6,F} with~ 
decre~sing filtration Fis 
(1) a ~raded c~chain complex over R: 
+ ••• 
h -"n en cn+l · h' f d d R d 1 d w e,re u ·: . + 1.s a mo~ ism 0 · gra e -mo u es, . an 
(2.) for each in~eger p, pPc is .a subc:omplex of C and Fp+lc is-~ 
subcomplex of pPc (in notation, pPc :::)pP+1c). If, in adoition, 
pPc = c for P·.'.: O, and pPcn = O.for p.> n, then the filtratiqn Fis said 
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to be,strictly.convergent. 
It is now·shown that an exact.couple c~ be associated with a graded 
cochain complex G = {C,cS,F} with decr~asing filtration F •. The short 
exact seque~ce of cochain complexe~ 
yields the usual long exact CQhomology sequenc~ 
wher~ i is .induced by the .injection t, j by the .proje.ction p, and k is 
the ._cohomology connec1;:in~ homomorphism. These sequen~es for all p coin-
bine to give th.e zig-zag exact pile-up in ~igure 1. In this display, 
e~ch sequence consisting of a vertical step i, followed by two hor:i,_zontal 
st_eps j and k, followed by a vertical step i, • • · .is exact. 
Let 
Then the ,zig-zag exact ,pile-.up implies the exactnes.s 6£ the tr.iangle 
il 
where.il')l'kl are induced by.the fiµnilies of maps {i}, HL and {k}, 
respect~vely. c1 is called the exa.ct couple associated with §_. 
Through iteration, one.obtains the ri-th derived; exact couple 
• ', • \ ' c 
Figure 1. Zig-Zag Exact Pile-Up 
c.n 
Q'\ 
en= {D ,E ,i·-,j ,k} associated with G •. Dn and En_are bigrad,_ed 
n n n n n 
R-modules~ith maps 
i of bidegree (-1,1) 
n 
jn of bidegree (n"'.'1,-n+l) 
k of bidegree (1,0) 
n 
The differential bigradeq R-module E has the <!iffere~tial operator 
n 
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dn =.jnkn_of,bidegr~e (n 1 -n+l), The spectral sequenc,e {En,dn In~ 1} is 
said to be\ derived. from §_ •. 
Proposi'l;io:Q 5.2:. If {En,d,n In,~ 1} is derived from G = {C,o,F} 
with strictly convergent filtration F, then 
(1) 
(2) 
Ep,q = O if p < O or q.< o, n . 
far n > max (p,q,+1) 
Ep,q 
00 
Proof:. Part (2) is preyed first. The short exact cochain complexes 
·p p-n+l p· p-n+l p 0 + F C + F · C/F C + F C/F-C + 0 
yield, for n,~ 1, t~e long ex~ct cqhomelogy sequences 
'Ill + 1 +1 'II I + 1 +1 klll ~ Hp q- (Fp-n C) ~ Hp q- (Fp-n C/FPc) ~ ••• 
respecti yely. It is eas~ly ve,rified t~at i~ i~-l = ke.r j ' , 
.n-1 ker 1.1 = ker i''• and the diagram 
is comm~:tative. Therefore 
,,, im {Hp+q(FP.C/Fp+nC) ~ Hp+g_{FPC/Fp+lC)} 
im {Hp+q;.l (Fp.:.n+lC/FPc) k"' Hp+q(FPC) i Hp+q(FPC/Fp+lC)} 
If n > max (p,q+l), then D~+l,q = O.and_thus 
co co 
E~'q = k-l(n im in-l)/j (LJ ker in-l.) 
ri=~ n=."i -
= ----~~ ........ ~-k_er ___ k~~~-------
J (ker. {i n-l :#+q(FPc) + Hp+q(C)}) 
= _______ i~m_{_H_P_+q_(~F~Pc~)...,.....i_H_P_+_q~(F_P~c~/F~P-'._1c~)~} ________ _ 
im {Hp+q-l (C/FPC) ~ #+q(FPC) i #+q(FPC/Fp+lCJ} 
Ful'thermore, the, zig-za~ exact pile-up gives 
k .. 
• • • ~ 01>-n+2 ,,q+n-2 
1:n · k 
0p.;.n+l 1q+n~1 ::a EP,,q ~._ 0p+l,q 
n n 1:n 
58. 
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_o+l q p+q+l p+l . 11rt 1 = H (F C) = O, 1.t follows tpat 
Ep ,q ~ irn. {i :Hp+q(FPC) + if+q(C)} 
+ . +1 . +. . 
n irn {i:HP q(Fp C) ~ ~p q{C)} 
This proves (2) of the prqposition. 
By Proposition 5.1, E~,q ~ ki1Cim ii-l)/j. 1(ker i~-1). This fact is 
represented by the followin~ dia~rarn: 
Hp+q+ l (Fp+nC) 
li 
!i 
Hp+q+l (Fp+2C) 
li 
Hp+q(FPc) i Hp+q(FPC/Fp+lc) 1 If+q+l(Fp+lC) li. . 
!i 
Hp+q(Fp-n+lC) 
If ·P < O, then pPc/Fp+lc is the trivial cochain complex so that 
th,e co ch ail). complex .· 
. . ' . 
Thq.s; Ep,q = O. 
n 
If q < O, .then_consideration of 
shows immediately that Hp+q(FPC/Fp+lC) = O, and.again Ep,q = O. This 
n 
completes the proof of the proposition. ! 
Propositions .. ~: If {E ,d I n > 1} is derived fr.om G = {C,o,F} 
n n - · 
with strictly convergent· .. fil traticm F, then H* (C) is filtered by E00 by 
defining FrHn(C) = im {i:lf(Fr<:;)-+ If(C)}, so that 
' . . t 
is a finite sequence of submqdules. with 
for n > r > O. 
It _should be .noted that the _above. filtration for H*(C) enables one. 
to compute the cohomology of C, up to mqd_ule extension, in terms of E"°'. 
Pairing of Spectral Sequences .. 
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Let N be a subgroup of a group 1r, and let P be a 1r-module, Define . 
a decreasing filtr~tion F of the cocha~n complex C = HomZ(1r)(B(1r),P) as 
fQllows: pPc = C for p .::._ O. For p > o, one sets.a= pPcn if.p > n, and 
for p .::._ n define pPtn to be the group of all elements f. e: en for whic;h 
f(y1,···,yri) = 0 whenever n-p+l .of the ar~ments·belong,to the subgroup 
N. Evidently, F .. is a strictly conve~gent decreasing filtration for c. 
Let; P, Q.; S be 1r-modules .such that. P and Q are paired with rel?pect 
to S by the Z(1r)-pairin~ e (see II.I). Let C(P) = HomZ(1r)(B(1r),P), C(Q) 
~ Hom2 (1r) (B (1r),Q}, c (S) = Homz (1r) (B (1r), S). Then the v 8-product at the 
co chain 1 eve! 
is defined explicitly by tl},e formula 
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for f € cP(P) and g E Cq(Q) .. Furthermore, the filtration Fis cornp~tible 
with .cup products ,in the s~n.se that if the complexes C(P), C(Q), C(S) are 
filtered by F de~cribed above, the~ 
-p p+r -q q+s In particular,. suppose .f € F C, (P), g € F C · (Q), and r+s+l of -the 
eiements yl'···,yi:i'+r+q+s are,inN. Then.(fv0g)(y1 ,··~,.Yp+r+q+s) = O, 
because ,if .at least r+l of ·.the elements yl'•• • ,Yp+z: are in N then 
f(yl'···,yp+r) = Q; if the,listing y1 ,···,yp+r_ contains less than r+l 
elements,of N, then at least s+l of the elements y 1,···,y are 
· \ p+r+ p+r+q+s 
in N and it follows.that g(y 1,···,y . ). = 0. Therefore, 
· · · · p+1:+ p+r+q+s, 
f Fp+qcp+r+q+s (S) , vag € . . • 
Let {Er,dr I r~l}, {E~,d~ I r~l}, {E;•,d~' I r~l} denote. the_ 
spectral sequences de;rived from G = {C(P) ,op,Fp}; G' = {C(Q),oQ,FQ}, 
G" = {C(S),os,Fs}, respectively. Sinceve satisfies the usual 
cob~undary formula, it induces.a pai:r;ing 
I I + I + I 
v :Ep'q(P) ® Ep ,q (Q) -+ Ep p ,q q (S) 
r r r 
p q Ep I ,q I. defined: by (a ® S) = f v 9g,_ where a = I € E/ and S = g €. r 
notation, v(a ® S) = a vs. 
Hochschild-Serre Spectral Sequence. 
In 
In the_ case whel,'e N i~ normal in ,r ~ the. Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequenc~ is introducec}. by d~fining a,second fi~trat:i,.on F of t~e cochain 
co]!lplex C = HomZ(,r) (B(1r),P). , The filtratio:11 F has the defect of not 
being compatible.with CUP. product:but it: is most useful in computations .. 
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Again define FPc = .C for p ~ o. For p .. > O, set: FpCn .= O if p > n and for 
p ~ n define FpCn to. be· the group of .. all elements f e: en for which 
f(y1 ,·~·,yn) depends only.on .. yl'•••,yri-p,and the CO!?ets.yn-p+l'···,yn. 
It is el:!,sy to see that_FPc is a subcomplex .of-pPc for.all p. 
Proposition 5. 4 :. . If Er' Er denotl\l the terms of tl).e spectral 
sequences derived from the filtrations.F, F, resp~ctively, the11 the. 
in.j ections i: FPc -+ pPc i11duce . isomorphisms Er ~ Er, for each r > 1. 
Proof: See Proposition 1 in [191. 
If P is a 'If-module, the cochain is9morph;ism HomZ(ir) (B(rr) ,P) 
~ HomZ(1r)(B(1r),P) has previously beel'l: calculated (see II.4), For.fixed 
p ~ O, let Ip = Hom2 (BP (ir/N),Hom2 (B(N),,P)) hie the cochain complex 
-+ xP,q o1 xp,q+l ·-+ ••• 
with .xP,q = hom2 (Bp(ir/N),hom2 (Bq(N),P)), and of= oNf' for f e:.IP, where 
oN is the coboundary operator for Hom2 (i(N),P). · Define the cochain map 
r :FPc-+ IP by p . 
for f e: FpCp+q where gi e: 1r is a repr~sent~tive of the coset gi_and 
h. e: .N .. If_'¥ e: .Fp+lcp+q then, 
J. 
.because 1i1(h ••• h g ••• g) depends only on h ••• h and the cosets 
·, 'l' 'q',l' 'p · · l' 'q-1 
h - 0 -g ••• -g Thus th.e restriction of r.P· to the sab.comp .. lex q - ~ l' 'p" 
Fp+lc C pPc is the trivial map. Hence r induces a cochaJn map p 
shown in, [19] that IP is an isomorphism. 
Now the claim is that Hq(lp) ~ homZ(1r/N)(Bp(1r/N),Hq(N,P)). Since 
Z(,r) ~ Z(N) ® Z(1r/N), B(TI) ,is a projective resolution of the .trivial 
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N-module Z.. By pull-back along the injection i:N + 1T, / is a N-module. 
It follows . that 
H*(N,P) = H*(H<?mz(N)(B(,r) ,P)J 
However, Hom2 fN) (N ( 1r,) , P) is a 1T /N-cochai~ complex by defining 
- -1 -(g~)(x) = g~(g x), for~ E HomZ(N)(B(1T);P), g E ,r/N, x E B(1r). Hence 
H*(N,P) .is a ,r/N-module, Thus 
Hq(lp) = homzCBP(,r/N),Hq(homzCB(N),P))) 
= homz(Bp(,r/N),Hq(N,P)) 
~ homz (,r/N) (BP (,r/NJ,Ifl (N ,P)) 
Theorem 5.1;. There exists an i~omorphism 
wh~re rp is induced by the cochain ; map r p : pP C + Ip • 
An investigation of E~'q is now m~de. Cons~der the diagram 
where d1 is the )-st differential of the Hochschild-~erre spectral 
sequence and o,r/N is,the c9bounqary ope:rato:r of the cochai~ complex 
HomZ(1r/N) (B(,r/N),Hq(N,P)) induced by the boundary of B(,r/N). It is shown 
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in [5] that. 
The following i~ then readily verified. 
Theorem 5. 2: The, isomorphism 4i of E1 onto Hom2 (ir/N) (B (ir/N) ,H* (N ,P)) 
in.duces an isomorphism 
Some Theorems Involving E 
Fir~t reqall a few ·facts abc;mt ,the maps restriction .and inflation. 
If N is a subgroup of ,rand Pis air-module, the injection ~:N + ,r 
induces a homo~0rphism 
called restriction, If N is.norm~l in ir, PN (see II.4) is a ir/N-module. 
The projection e1:1r + ir/N and.the injection j:PN-+ P togethe~ induce a 
homomorphism 
called inflation. Ft,J.rthermore, for N 11ormal in ,r, the image of 
res,triction lies in t~e ,r/N-module If(N,P),r/N (see V.4). 
In the Hochschild-~erre spectral sequen9e; the edge terms are 
Ep,O = Hp (,r/N,HO (N,P}) = if (ir/N,PN) 2 
EO,q ~ HO (:rr./N ,~(N ,P)) = Hq(N,P) ,r/N 2 
ancl 
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There ex:i,.st maps 
with the first map epic, th~ second map monic, and the composition is the 
restriction map. There are also maps 
with the first map epic, the second map .. monic, and the composition is the 
inflation map. 
Let.{En:,dn I n ~ 1} be the spect:ral sequence derived from 
G = {C,o,F} with strictly convergent filtration F. Associated with the 
short exact sequence 
one has the following commutative diagram with exact rows and exact 
columns (q > 1): 
0 0 0 
Eq,O-+ 0 
q+l, 
1 
0 
wh.ere the maps . a, e8, ~ are proj e~tions, the maps h, eF, µ, T are 
injections., and (\ is the ,q-:-th differential of the spectral sequenc~. 
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Let 
The eleme.nts .. of T are called transgressive elements of E~ ,q-l.. Note that 
O q-1 Tis a su~module of E1 1 ·and that T = im eF. 
Definition 5 .. 2: A trB.l}sgression t i~ a homomon,hism 
q O · 1 -
t:T .+ E/ /ke:r;- y such tha"t: t(x) = y- k1(x). for all transgressive elements 
x. 
Si~ce y =,~e8 , T·= im eF' and f:Ei'O/ker y + E~'o defined by 
f (y) = e8 (y) is an isomorphism, a transgression t .. is a ho~omorphism 
t:T + Eq,O satisfying t(x) = d (z), where z E EO,q-l is such that q . q ' I q 
ep(z) = x. Thus~ a transgression tis essential~y the q-tQ differential 
d :EO,q-1 + Eq,O, 
q q q. 
The material introduced in.this sect~on can be combined to get the-
follqwing theqrems for an an~lysis of H* (1r ~P) ,, Proofs of the theorems 
are. straight,forward and can ·be found in [S], [19),. or [22]. 
The following result is the well.known decomposition th~preiµ. 
Theorem 5. ~ ! If N is a normal subgroup of the finite _group 1r with 
inde,x p = [1r:N] rela1;:ively prime to its .order q = [N:l], then for each 
1r-module P and each n. > 0, th~re is .a split exact seguenc~ 
this decomposition is .multiplicative wi1:h respec1;: to cup produc~s. 
Mul tip.licative with respect to cup products has the following 
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meaning. Choose, integers a and. b such that ap + bq = 1. If x e: If (1r ,P), 
set a(x) = apx, S(x) = bqx, so t~at x = a(x) + S(x). · If P is a 
Z(1r)-module algebra (s-ee II.1), ~ e:,Hn(1r,P)., ye: tf1{1r,P}, then 
xvy = a(x) vGt(y) ;+ S(x) vS(y) 
or 
a(x v y) = a(x) v ~(y) 
and 
S(x v y) = S(x) v S(y) 
If ,m > 1 and If.(N,P) = 0 fol' 0 ,< n < m, the:q. 
in~:If(1r/N~PN)-+ If(1r,P) is an isomorphism for n.< m. · Moreover, the 
transgression t.in dimension m.corresponds canonically to the 
(~+1)"".differel).tial dm+l of the Hb<;hschild-Serre spectral sequence. These. 
observaticms ,yield Serl'e's,5-t~rm.exact sequ~nce~ 
Theorem ~. 4: Let. N be. norm~l in ,1T and 1 et P be a 1r-module. Let 
m..::. 1, and.assume If(N,P) = 0 for O < n < m •. Then the 5-term se~uence 
is exa~t. 
Another 5-term. exact sequenc~ is given,by 
Theorem s.s~ Let.m > 1 and assume that If(N,P) = 0 for 1 < n < m. 
'. - ' . ' 
For O < n < m there is an exact.sequence, 
. .n N inf . .n n-1 ·· 1 n+l N inf n+l 11 (1r/N,P ) --+ tt (1r,P) -+ H · (1r/~,H (1r,P)) -+ H (1r/N,P ) ,~ H (,r,P) . 
The following form·of.the cup product reduction thepre:qt of 
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Eilenb_erg-Mac~ane. [11] is due to Hochs<;.hild-Serre [19]-. , 
Theorem 5. 6: Let 'IT be _a group, N a normal subgroup of 'IT whic,h 
operates trivially on the ,'IT-module P ._ Let i d2 denote the homomorphism .of 
If-1('IT/N,hom2(N,_P)) into If+1('IT/N,P) which corresponds to 
d ,en-1,1 + En+l,O 2. 2 2 • Let; z; be the cl).aracteristic ,class of the group 
extension 
0 + N/[N,N] + 'IT/[N,N] + 'IT/N + 1 
. .n-1 Then, for every a e: 11 ('IT/N,hom2(N,P}), d2(a) = -z; va. 
Given th~ hypqthe~is of Theorem 5.6 1 in principle it shot,tld be 
possible to compute the cohomology ring H*('IT,P). Pra:cti~ally, however, 
this seems to be impossible in general. 
The COJ\lputatio11 of E2 by Hochschil<;l-Strrre shows_. that . E2 depends only 
on(~) the groups N and 'IT/N, and (B) the.structure of H*(N,P) as a 
'IT/N-module. Thus E2 is a rather crude appro::dmation to H*('IT,P). Chai;lap 
and Vasqu~z [6] determined the 2-~d differential d2 (and hence E3) of the 
f:lochsch,ild-Serre spectral sequence and showed that it ,depends not only on 
(A) and (B), but also on a. characteristic class a e: H2 ('IT/N ,.N). The 
fo~lowing discussion is a genera!ization of their work. 
Let N be a subgroup of 'IT and let P be a 'IT-module such that: PN =,P, 
1 Th~n-P, N/[N,N], and H (N/[N,N],P) _can all be cons~dered as.'IT/N-modules. 
1 -For f e: H (N/[N,N],P}, x e: N/[N,N], the map 
e :H1 ~N/ [N ,N] ,P) ®,N/ [N,N] + P 
defined by e(f .® x) = f(x) is a Z('IT/N)-pairi11g, Thus cup product is a 
pairing (see V.3) 
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By Theorem 5.2, 
and 
E~-l, O (H1 (N/ [N ,N] ,P)) ~ .If1-l (1r/N ,Ho (N/ [N,N] ,H1 (N/ [N ,N] ,P))), 
Consequent~y, if Tis the isomorphism 
for 
where r,; is the characteristic _class ~f tqe group extension 
0 + N/[N,N] + 1r/[N~N] + 1r/N + 0 .. 
CHAPTER VI 
FURTHER COMPUTATIONS OF COHOMOLOGY 
ALGEBRAS FOR FINITE GROUPS 
In this chapter detailed computations are made of the cohomology. 
algebra of groups by employing the techniques developed in previous 
chapters. 
Cohomology Algebra H*(Z2,z2) 
In Chapter IV topo,logical .methods were used to compute. the-
cohomology algebra H*(Z2 ,z2). This section is devoted to a purely 
algebraic computation involving the ,Hochschq.d-Serre spectral sequence 
(see V.4). 
Consider the _group extension (s~e Definition 2.11) 
E:O + Z i Z + Z + 1 
'•. 2 
where 2 maps Z onto 2Z in Z. By Proposition 2.5~ there is only one 
z2-module st:ructure_for the coefficient module z2 and it is obtained by 
letting z2 act trivially on z2• By Proposition 2.3 
z2 n=O,l 
O otherwise 
1 0 Lets and n denote the ,generators of H (Z,Z2) and of H (Z~Z2), 
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res,pectively. If {Er,dr I r .::,) } is the Ho~hschild-Serre spectral 
sequen~e as~ociated with_ the iroup, exte~sion E; then Ei'q is isomorphic 
to hom2 (Bp(Z2),Hq(Z,Z2)) by Theorem 5.1. Hence 
hom2 (BP(Z2),Z2 (n)) q = o, p .::. 0 
Ep,q = 
1 hom2(Bp (Z2) ,z2 (!;)) q = 1, p .::. 0 
0 otherwise 
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Since Bp(Z2) is normalized, the ge11:etators of Ei'q for q_= 0,1 are given, 
by maps 
and 
1PC[tltl ••.• ltl) = ,n. 
' '---.r---/ 
p-factors 
t C[tl.tl • •• ltD = ~ · 
p \ I 
p-fa~to,;s · 
where t is the generator of .z2 • Hence 
z2 ( 1P) q = o, p .::. 
Ep,q = z2 ('r ) q = 1, p .::. 1 ' ,p 
0 otherwise 
0 
0 
C_onsider t~e first differentials d1 :Ei'O + Ei+l,O and 
d1 :Ei'1 + Ei+i,l. Since 
d1C1PH~) = t1PC[tl:··lt]) + (-l)p+\PC[tl···lt]) = o 
(p+i)-factofs · 
and similarly d1 (,p) = -0, all 1-st differentials d1 are trivial. 
follows . that . 
It 
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Z2C[1p]) q = ,o, p~O 
Ep,q ~ Z2 ([-rp]) . q = 1, p > 0 z ' 
0 otherwise 
By The,ore)ll 5.2_, E~'q !,! HP(z 2 ,Hq(z,z2)), so that HPcz2 ,z2) !,! z2 for every 
p ~ O. This is exactly what.was calculated in Theorem 4.2 and Proposi"'.' 
tion 4.2. 
Now investigate higher ,differentials of tQe spectral sequenc;.e. The 
cl~im is that dr is trivial _for r,~ 3. The sequenc;.es 
d d Ep-r,r_J.EP,1-l Ep+r,2-r 
r r r 
and 
. d . d 
Ep-r,r-1-l EJ?,O -4: Ep+r,1-r 
r r r 
. Ep .. r,2-r __ Ep-r,r-1 give 
r r 
p-r r p+r 1-r 
= 0 for r > 3, and E · ' = E ' · = 0 for 
r r 
r .> 2, Therefore ,dr = O for r.~ 3, sQ that E~'q = E~'q. However, 
Hp+q(z.,.z2) = O for p+q ~ 2 and, by Propositien 5.3, 
f 2 It f . 11 th t f O d ·Ep,l Ep+z,o· h or ptq ~ ~ o ows a or p ~ , 2 . 2 + 2 · maps t e 
generator [,:p] to the-,generator [1p+ 2J. 
J;)efining the pa~ring a: z2 (~) © z2 (n) + z2 (~) iri the. obvi~us way, one 
can de~ine the cup product 
C1Pv -r 0)([tl···lt[) = e(1PC[tl···Jt]) ® 1" 0 ([ ])) 
= e (~ ® n) 
= ~ 
establish [ lp] v [1:0 ] = .. [tp]. 
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Now let z2 (n) and Z2 (nJ be paired with respect to z2(n) by the 
pairing 6 1 :ZzCn) ® z2 (n) + z2 (n) with e 1 defined by B'(n © n) = n, Then 
and thus [1 1] 2 = [1 2]. Assume that [i 1]P = hp]. Since cup product. 
satisfies the coboundary formula (see II. 3), 
However, [ 1p] v [!0] = [1:p] and d2 {[-rp]) = [1p+ 2]. Hence 
p 2 p+2 [ 1P] v [ 12] = h 1] v [ 11 l = [ 11] · 
These facts are summarized, in. the following E2~table: 
II 
z2 C[1P] v [-r0]) 
II 
II 
El,p 
. 2 .• 
Consequently, H*(Z2 ,z2) is the polynomial algebra P2 [n] over z2 on OI).e 
2 
generator n of degree 1. 
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Sohomology Ring,H*(Z3,Z) 
In Chapter IV the c9homology ring H* (Z3, Z) _was. computed using the-. 
Steenrod resc;,~ution r .and the. explicit form1:1la for the a-chain map 
h:r + r ® r. This ring is now c~lculateq using t~e to9ls developed in 
Ch~pter V. It is noted here_that,the procedure,used_ in th~. prev~ous 
section cann(?t practically be _applied tq this seemingly simple case; the 
reason being that there are more m~ps than one c~ effectively . wo:r;-k, with., 
c;on~ider the_group extension 
E:O + 3.Z + Z + z3 + 0 
and let Z be a Z~-module by letting z3 act trivially on,Z. - By Proposi-
tion 2.3, 
M n = 0,1 
If cz,M) 
O otherwise 
for any Z(ZJ-module M. 
First the ,module·stJ:'Ucture of H*(Z3,Z) is computed by employi:Q.g 
methods different from those used in C:hapter ,IV. By Theorem 5. 5, for all 
m ~ 2, one has.the ~-term exa~t-sequen9e 
(1) 
Sett~ng m .= 2; the -last feur terms yield . 
. ' 
0 +· H1 (~3_.z) + H,3 (z3,Z) + 0 
Setting m = 4,6,•••,2n (n ~ 2), one obtains 
Similarly, by setting m = 3,5,7,•••2n+l (n _::.1}, one obtains 
By Proposition 2.3, H1 (z3,z) = hom2(z3 ,Z) = O, so that H2n+l(z3,Z) = 0 
fo:r;- all n > 0. Theorem 5.4 gives Se.rre's 5-term exact sequence 
(2) 
Since H1 (Z3, Z) = H2 (Z, Z) 
1 
= H (3Z,Z) = homz(3Z,Z), 
of H* (Z3, Z) is given by 
1 1 23 
= o, H (Z,Z) = homz(Z,Z), and H. (3Z,Z) 
2 then H (Z3,z) "'Z~. Then the module structure 
z n = O 
if (z3~z) "' z3 n even 
0 n odd 
Next observe that d2 in the exact sequences (1), (2) is 
d2: E;- 1' 1 (Z) + E;+ 1 'O (Z) up to isomorphism for m ,::.. 1. Hence 
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d2:.E~ 11 (Z) + E; 10 (z) is epic, while d2:E;-111 (Z) + Ei+l,O(Z) is an iso-
morphism form> 1. By the cup product reduction theorem (Th~orem 5.6), 
m-1 ( 1 C ) ) m-1 , 1 ( ) h d2 rn) = 1:(S) va for any S e:.H z3~H 3Z,Z . = E2 Z, were .. 
2 2 0 
a e: H (Z 3,3Z) = E/ (3Z) is the characteristic class of the group 
extension E and 
is the canonical isomorphism. Note that a pairing 
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0:H~(3Z,Z.) ® 3Z -+.Z 
define4 by a(f © 3~) 1 = f(3k) for f.E H: (~Z,Z) = homz(3Z,Z.), is used in 
the cup product 
.. 
2 0 Let y be a gene:rator of E2 ~ (Z.) = z3 such .that. -3f = .f' where f and f' 
are. representative cocycles for y and a, resp~ctively. It is now shown· 
· 2 2 1 that · d2 (13) = y for a. generator 13 of E2 • (Z.). · If g is a representative 
cocrcle for 13, then T (a) is repre$ent~d by h E hom2 (B2 (Z3), H1 (3Z,Z)) such 
that .g(x) = h(x)([ ]) for any x E B2 (Z3).' Since T(a,) is a genel'ator of 
E~ ,o CB1c3z, Z.)), h :can be cho$en a~ a cocycle satisfying the property 
h(x)([ ])(3) = f(x) for any x.E B2 (Z3). Then,for x, y E B2(Z 3). 
-(h vf')(x ® y) = . -h(x) n ]) (:(' (y)) .· 
= -h(x)([ ])(-3f(y)) 
= f (y) •h(x)( [ ]) (3) 
' ' 
= f(y)•f(x) 
= (f v f) (x ® y) 
2 2 4 0 Hence -T (13) v a = y so that y is a generator of E2 • (Z). · 
4 1 Let 13 E E2 ' (Z.) be a genera~or and let h be_a representative of 
T(l3) E E~'O(H1 (3Z,Z.)), Since_y2 is a generator of E~'O(Z), h can.be 
chosen as h (x)( [ ]) (3) = (f v f)(x) for x e: B4 (Z3). Then for x e: B4 (Z3) 
and y E B2 (Z3), 
- (h V f I) (X ® y) = .-h(x)([ ])(f'(y)) 
= h(x) ([ ]) (3f(y)) 
= f(y) ·h(x) ( [ ·]) (3) 
= (f vf}(x) •.f(y) 
= (f v f v f) (x ® y) 
Hence d2 ($) = -1' ($) v a. = y 3, which is a generator of E~ ,O (Z). 
Continuing this process, it is concluded that 
where Pz. [y] is the polynomial algebra over z3 with one. generator y of 
3 
degree 2. 
Cqhomology Ring H*(Z3 x z2 ,Z) 
It has previously been shewn ... (see I I. 4) that 
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is exact, where i(t) = ,(t,l) and p(t,O") = a for generators t, cr of z3, 
z2, respectively. If z3 x z2 acts trivially on Z, then,beca~se the index 
2 = [Z 3 x z2 :z3] is relatively prime to the order of z3, the decomposi-
tion theorem (The0re111 5.3), gives an isomorphism 
In. Chapter V the usual method of giving the cohomology modules 
n H (Z 3,Z) the structure.of a z2-module.was discussed. However, in ~ener-
al, this method is a very cum9ersome one. The introduction of a pro-
cedure developed.by Charlap-Vasquez [7] will allow the use of the 
Steen:rod resolution (see IV.3) to give H*(Z3,Z) a z2-module st.ructure, 
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This method is- dis~uss~d in.more,gen~rality than is necessary for this, 
particular case because the-, same technique will be used in the next sec-
ticm. 
q r-Let Zr act on Zs ~y at =.t - where,q· = ,1 (mods). He~e cr and t-ar~ 
the ,generators of .multiplicative cy~lic groups Z and Z 
r. s 
of order . r and -
s, re~pectively. Let 
and let r 
q-1 
a = 1 + t + • • • + t - ·. e: .Z (Z ) 
s 
a 
•• • + .X + :r 
n 
be the Steenrod resolution for the Z -module Z. Define 
. s 
A :Z + hom2 (X ,x) n r - n n 
by 
Define An (ai) = ,i-fol<l iteration of An (a) for O < i < r. For 
f e: Hoin2 (Z ) (Xn,Z) define crf by 
s. . 
'· 
. -1 (af)(x) = cr(f(A (cr }x )) 
- n -- n n 
I ' 
Then thi_s action induces an action of: z; on H~(~s,Z); furthermore, thi,s 
action coincides with the .action defined in C.hapter V. For a , proof, see 
:proposition 2 in [7]. 
For the particular problem of this-section, z2 = {l ,cr} acts on 
2 z3 = {l,t,t} by crt =.t. Then_a = 1 and it follows easily that 
n 22 H (Z3~ Z) = If (Z3, Z). 
The same techniques previously used to calculate the cohomology ring 
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H*(Z3,Z) (see IV.4 or VI.2) can be used to show H*(Z21 Z) is 
zca0) '9 P2 [13]/(13°), where .Pz [13] is the polynomial algebra over z2 on 
2 . 2 
one generator 13 of degree 2. Thus the module structure of 
z ; n = 0 
z2 '9 z3 !:>! z6 n even 
O oth~rwise 
Since the deco.mposition ~iven by.Theorem S.3·is .multiplicative with 
respect to cup product, it .follows that 
where P2 [13] is the polynomial algebra over z2 on one generator 13 of 
2 
c;le$ree 2, and P Z [a.] is tlle polynomial algebra on one. generator ot. of 
3 
degre~ 2 ever z3• 
Coh(:)mohgy Ring H*CS3:,Z} 
Gonsider the short exact sequ~nce 
wh,ere s3 de:ijotes. the ,symmetric group of degree 3 and 
fer the generator t of z3• 
If s3 acts on z _trivially, the,n bec;:ause the .index 2 = [S3;z3] is 
relatively prime to the.order of z3, th~ decomposition theorem (Theorem 
5. 3) gives an isomorphism 
8,0 
Using the·method of Charlap-'(asquez·[7] discussed in the prev~ous sec-
. 2 · 2 
ti;on, one. has· in this .case. z2 = {1,a} act:tng on z3 = Jl, t, t } by at =. t ·• 
Then A :Z2 + hom2 (X ,X) is defin,ed 9y n · n n . 
k k+l A2k (a) (1) = (l+~) , Azk+l (a-) (l} = (l+t) 
Since If cz3 ,Z) = O for odd n ,(see V.2), one need not consider the _odd 
cases. Fir!?t consider H4k+Zcz3 ,Z.L k = 0,1,,···. The generator t .of 
4k+2 . . -
H, (z.3 ,z) has cos~t representation .f where f e: hoIDz (Z3) (X4k+Z ,Z) is 
clefined, hr f(l) = 1. Th.en crf ;X4k+Z + Z is defined by 
2k+l 2k+l . Now (of - .f)(l) = (af) (1) - f(l) = 2 · - 1, and 2. · 1s. not a,multl:ple. 
of 3. Since o4k(g)(l) is a multiple.of 3 for all g E' homZ(Z3)cx4k,ZL it 
follows that af .- f ¢.im o4k. Hence 
z 
H4k+ZCZ3,Z) 2 = 0 ' k = 0,1,2,···. 
z 
Next consider i!4k+ 4 (Z3, Z) 2 , for k, = 0, 1.,2, • • •. Again, the generator t ' . . 
of H4k+ 4 cz3,z) has coset repreSi~nt~tion f where.f £ homZ(Z )(X4k+ 4 ,Z) is 
3 
defined by f(l) = 1. Then crf:X4k+ 4 + Z is defined, by. 
(af}(l) = af(A,4k+4(cr)(l)) = f((l-ft)2k+2) = 22k+2 
and (crf - f)(l) = 3m for some positive integer,m. If one defines 
·, - ' ... 
4k+3 g:x4k+ 3 + Z/~·g(l) = m., then o · · g = c;rf - f. Whence 
4k+4 2 4k+4 H, . (Z3, Z) = H (Z3, Z), and the module structure fot H* (S3, Z) is 
given ._by 
z n = o 
z2 n = 4k+2, k = 0,1,2, Ifcs3,z) =· 
z2 + z = z6 4k+4, k = 0,1,2, 3 n = 
o othe.rwise 
Since the decomposition given by Theorem 5.3 is multiplica.tive wit4 
respect to cup product, it follows that· 
where PZ [S] is the polynomial algebra over z2 on one generator S of 
2. 
degree 2, and Pz [a.] is the polynom~al algebra over z3 on one generator 
3 
a of .degree 4. 
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CHAPTER VII 
' ,- . 
CONCLUSION 
This dissertation has ,.centered aro11I1;d two main objectives, an 
investigation of the ess~ntia_l complexities involved in_ the cohomology 
theqry of groups and the cJerivation of most of the known tools,that. 
facilitate the calculation-of cohomology.algebras. This chapter.is con-
cemed with proposed research topics and/or problems_which are closely 
allied to the material presented i~ this dissertation. 
As .:was shown.in Ch~pter III,- the,cohomology of,.a group lf;can be 
interpreted, as.the cohoJllology of a.I). arcwise-conl).ect~d aspherical.space 
wi t:0: fundame-qtal group 1r, It _is the.ref ore natural to utilize the pr~vi- , 
ous work of Adams [1] andUehara [28] in an investigation pertaining te 
tq.e special feat'l:lres of th,e cohomology, of -a ~roup. which are. indu~ed by 
the behavior of th~ Steenrod p-tl). powers. 
Chapters V and, VI document the important role_ played.by spectrl:!,1 
sequences in the ,cohomology theory .of groups., In order to increase the 
applica_tive utili_ty of these sequences, it is proposed to determine 
whether or not the te~ of the Lyndon, spectr~l sequence [21] are iso-
morphic to those -of the Hochschild:-Serre spectral sequence [19]. 
In relation to the r~cent work in homolqgy theory by Hilton- ._ 
. ' . ~ ' 
stanunb~ch [17], it _is propose4 to duai,~ze and extend.to the cohomalogy 
case (with cup product} their study of higher differentials in the 
Lyndon and Hochschild-Serre ,spectral sequ~nces associa~ed with a graup 
' . . . . 
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extension, 
Calculation of the cohomology algebra of finite groups has occupied 
the central position in Chapters IV and VI. Wall [31], although success--
ful in the homology case; could not determine .the cohomology algebra of 
' ~ . . . . . 
meta-cyclic. groups. In his celebrated paper "Characters and Cohomotogy 
of Finite Groups", Atiyah, [2], [3] considered relations. between the 
integral cohomo~ogy.ring H*(,r,Z) and the ring R(,r) of unitary characters. 
In conjunction with this work, Wall [32J failed to compute the cqmplete 
algebraic structure of tn.e cohomology,groups of ,r = z4 © z2. It is 
therefore proposed to find more effective computat~onai tools to facili-
tate the calculation of cohomology algebras of finite groups, 
As .an· immediate step towards this goal, . a specific problem to 
investigate. the Z (,r)-module structm;·e of the cohomology of a. Z (n)-module 
N for a group ring Z(,r) is. proposed. In .the author's opinion, in spite 
of efforts made by Charlap and Vasquez· [7], this problem has remained 
unsettled to the extent that a general theory in,relative homological 
\ . 'i > 
algebra will be deve~oped in order to fully find a proper solution for 
the problem. 
(1) 
(2) 
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